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Notice Submissions and Style
Notices for publication and related correspondence should be addressed to Mr Ryan Johnson, Editor of the Official Gazette at
the following email addresses: ryan.johnson@ab.gov.ag / antiguagazette@gmail.com
That is the preferred method of communication for all correspondence (especially when sending Notices/information which
must be sent in Microsoft Word format) to be published in the Gazette.
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Antigua
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“Therefore, please send all notice submissions in the Microsoft Word format and a PDF version of such Notice only where
there are signatures to be included in the notice submission (document).” This applies to all institutions including governmental,
financial and other commercial institutions. Additionally, for the security purposes of any financial information being sent, the
institution’s Information Technology (IT) personnel can lock the information as a JPEG in a Microsoft Word document and
send the information to the Editor in that prescribed manner.
The Gazette Department reserves the right to apply its in-house style to all notices. Any corrections which are related to style
will be made at the discretion of the Editor for reasons of consistency.
Deadlines
The deadline for submitting notices for publication in the principal edition is midday Monday on every week for all commercial
and Government notices, in the week of publication.
*Late notices may be accepted at the discretion of the Editor.
The deadline for cancelling notices in the principal edition is 12.00 midday Wednesday. Please call the Gazette Office
immediately to cancel a notice, and confirm by email.
Advertising Rates
Publication Fee $106.20 Eastern Caribbean Dollars.
Annual Subscription Fee: $215 Eastern Caribbean Dollars
*Advertising rates are not negotiable.
Antigua and Barbuda Official Gazettes are published directly online at www.gazette.gov.ag
All editions are also available on subscription from the Antigua and Barbuda Government Printery, St. John’s, Antigua
(telephone: (268) 562-5168/ (268) 462-0518).
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NOTICES
clothing, skirts, dresses, underwear, swimming
costumes, stockings, pantyhose, socks, dressing
gowns, bath robes, underclothing, layettes, belts
(clothing), money belts (clothing), neckties, gloves
(clothing), stoles, neckscarves, scarves, shawls,
shoes (excluding orthopaedic shoes), headwear,
hats, caps, berets, woolly hats.

ANTIGUA AND BARBUDA GAZETTE OF
INTERNATIONAL MARKS
REGISTRATIONS
Note: Any person within three months from the date of
appearance of this advertisement in the “Antigua and
Barbuda Official Gazette” may give notice in duplicate
at the Trademarks Office, Antigua, of opposition to
registration of the said Trademark.

822. Basic registration
FR, 28.01.2003, 033206624

809037

300. Data relating to priority under the Paris Convention
and other data relating to registration of the mark in the
country of origin
FR, 28.01.2003, 033206624

732. Name and address of the holder of the registration
JEAN CASSEGRAIN
12, rue Saint-Florentin
PARIS (FR (France))

891. Date of subsequent designation
14.01.2016

812. Contracting State or Contracting Organization in the
territory of which the holder has a real and effective
industrial or commercial establishment
FR (France)
LE PLIAGE

270. Language(s) of the application
French
580. Date of notification
10.03.2016

541. Reproduction of the mark where the mark is
represented in standard characters

1135742

511. International Classification of Goods and Services for
the Purposes of the Registration of Marks (Nice
Classification) - NCL(8)

732. Name and address of the holder of the registration
Daniel Wellington AB
Vasagatan 12
Stockholm (SE (Sweden))

18

813. Contracting State or Contracting Organization in the
territory of which the holder has his domicile
EM (European Union)

Leather and imitation leather, goods of leather or
imitation leather (excluding cases adapted to the
products for which they are intended, gloves and
belts), key purses (leatherware), business card cases
(leatherware), wallets and holders for credit cards
(leatherware), shopping bags, schoolbags, bags for
climbers, rucksacks, bags for campers, beach bags,
garment or clothing bags, boxes of leather or leather
board, leather straps, collars for animals; handbags,
evening handbags, sports bags (other than those
adapted to products for which they are made), travel
bags, travelling sets (leatherware), document
holders, small leather bags for packing, wallets,
purses not made of precious metal, purses, satchels,
luggage, trunks and suitcases, umbrellas, parasols,
animal leashes, whips and saddlery.

842. Legal nature of the holder (legal entity) and State, and,
where applicable, territory within that State where the legal
entity is organized
AB (aktiebolag), Sweden
740. Name and address of the representative
Ramberg Advokater KB
Jakobsbergsgatan 13,
Box 3137
SE-103 62 Stockholm (SE (Sweden))
DANIEL WELLINGTON
541. Reproduction of the mark where the mark is
represented in standard characters

25
Clothing for men, women and children, leather
clothing, imitation leather clothing, jeans, shorts,
Bermuda shorts, trousers, dungarees, coveralls,
blouses, shirts, blouses, jackets, blousons,
cardigans, pullovers, tee-shirts, sweatshirts, suits,
waistcoats/cardigans, parkas, coats, waterproof

511. International Classification of Goods and Services
for the P(Nice Classification) - NCL(10)
526. Disclaimer
“DANIEL”
4
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842. Legal nature of the holder (legal entity) and State, and,
where applicable, territory within that State where the legal
entity is organized
Corporation, China

Sunglasses, cases and bags adapted therefor;
sunglasses; eyeglass bags.
14
Watch straps; jewellery; cloisonné jewellery;
jewellery of amber; alarm clocks; horological
instruments; clock hands; clocks; watches; wrist
watch bands; watch straps; dials (clockmaking and
watchmaking);
clockworks;
chronographs
(watches); cases for clock and watch making;
clocks; movements for clocks and watches.

740. Name and address of the representative
Tee & Howe Intellectual Property Attorneys
10th Floor, Tower D,
Minsheng Financial Center,
28 Jianguomennei Avenue,
Dongcheng District
100005 Beijing (CN (China))

35
Retail services in relation to jewellery; retail
services in relation to furniture; retail services in
respect of soaps, perfumery, essential oils,
cosmetics, hair care preparations and skin care
preparations; retailing of gymnastic and sporting
articles; retailing of horological and chronometric
instruments; import-export agencies. urposes of the
Registration of Marks.

531. International Classification of the Figurative
Elements of Marks (Vienna Classification)
VCL (7)
28.03.

821. Basic application
EM, 11.01.2012, 010553345

561. Transliteration of the mark
Yi You Hui

822. Basic registration
EM, 07.06.2012, 010553345

566. Translation of the mark or of words contained in the
mark

300. Data relating to priority under the Paris Convention
and other data relating to registration of the mark in the
country of origin
EM, 11.01.2012, 10553345

The character “Yi” means “benefit”, “increase” or
“increasingly”; “You” means “friend” or “friendly”; “Hui”
means “meet”, “grasp” or “be likely to”; these components
in combination “Yi You Hui” do not have any substantive
meaning.

891. Date of subsequent designation
29.12.2017
270. Language(s) of the application
English

511. The International Classification of Goods and
Services for the Purposes of the Registration of Marks
(Nice Classification) and the list of goods and services
classified according thereto
NCL (11)

580. Date of notification
15.02.2018
1399286
151. Date of the registration
12.01.2018

38
Electronic
bulletin
board
services
[telecommunications
services];
providing
telecommunications connections to a global
computer network; providing Internet chatrooms;
providing access to databases; providing online
forums;
television
broadcasting;
wireless
broadcasting; message sending; communications by
computer terminals; teleconferencing services.

180. Expected expiration date of the registration/renewal
12.01.2028
732. Name and address of the holder of the registration
Yunnan Taetea Industry Group Co., Ltd.
Floor 12, Donghang Investment Building,
No. 219 Chuncheng Road,
Kunming City
Yunnan Province (CN (China))

45
On-line social networking services; clothing rental;
funerary undertaking; opening of security locks;
dating services; fire-fighting; organization of
religious meetings; adoption agency services; lost
property return; rental of safes; genealogical

812. Contracting State or Contracting Organization in the
territory of which the holder has a real and effective
industrial or commercial establishment
CN (China)
5
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566. Translation of the mark or of words contained in the
mark
Value, safety, prosperity.

822. Basic registration
CN (China), 28.07.2016, 17032359.

511. The International Classification of Goods and
Services for the Purposes of the Registration of Marks
(Nice Classification) and the list of goods and services
classified according thereto
NCL (11)

822. Basic registration
CN (China), 28.07.2016, 17032392.
270. Language(s) of the application
English

01
Pentaerythrite, antioxidant, industrial chemicals,
unprocessed plastics, unprocessed synthetic resins,
unprocessed acrylic resins, unprocessed artificial
synthetic resins, plasticizers, adhesives used in
industry.

580. Date of notification
03.05.2018
1400279
151. Date of the registration
27.12.2017

822. Basic registration
CN (China), 21.08.2009, 5362868.

180. Expected expiration date of the registration/renewal
27.12.2027

270. Language(s) of the application
English

732. Name and address of the holder of the registration
RIANLON CORPORATION
No. 6 Huangshan Road,
TEDA Hangu Modern Industrial Park
300480 Tianjin (CN (China))

580. Date of notification
03.05.2018
1401261

812. Contracting State or Contracting Organization in the
territory of which the holder has a real and effective
industrial or commercial establishment
CN (China)

151. Date of the registration
23.10.2017
180. Expected expiration date of the registration/renewal
23.10.2027

842. Legal nature of the holder (legal entity) and State,
and, where applicable, territory within that State where
the legal entity is organized
Corporation, China

732. Name and address of the holder of the registration
M.A.I.C.A. S.R.L.
Via Casale, 23
I-24060 TORRE DE'ROVERI (BG) (IT (Italy))

740. Name and address of the representative
TIANJIN FULL TRUST IP AGENTS
3104, Tianjin
Technology & Finance Bldg.,
5 Meiyuan Road,
Tianjin Binhai Hi-tech Zone
Tianjin (CN (China))

812. Contracting State or Contracting Organization in the
territory of which the holder has a real and effective
industrial or commercial establishment
IT (Italy)
842. Legal nature of the holder (legal entity) and State, and,
where applicable, territory within that State where the legal
entity is organized
LIMITED LIABILITY COMPANY, ITALY
740. Name and address of the representative
GLP S.R.L.
Viale Europa Unita, 171
I-33100 UDINE (UD) (IT (Italy))

531. International Classification of the Figurative
Elements of Marks (Vienna Classification)
VCL (7)
28.03.
561. Transliteration of the mark
li, an, long.
6
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541. Reproduction of the mark where the mark is
represented in standard characters
550. Indication relating to the nature or kind of mark
The words contained in the mark have no meaning

541. Reproduction of the mark where the mark is
represented in standard characters

511. The International Classification of Goods and
Services for the Purposes of the Registration of Marks
(Nice Classification) and the list of goods and services
classified according thereto
NCL (11)

511. The International Classification of Goods and
Services for the Purposes of the Registration of Marks
(Nice Classification) and the list of goods and services
classified according thereto
NCL (11-2018)
16

07

Printed materials and publications, namely, user
manuals, brochures, pamphlets, all in the fields of
business, creative design, computers, information
technology,
word
processing,
database
management, multimedia, entertainment, and
telecommunications.

Machines; machines for use in the clothing industry;
shirt factory machines; sewing machines; fusing
machines; folding machines; collar turning
machines; points shearing machines; cuffs-sewing
machines; hemming machines; pocket hemming
machines; ironing machines; buttonhole sewing
machines for use in the shirt factory; parts,
accessories and containers for the aforesaid goods.

821. Basic application
US (United States of America), 24.08.2000, 76116541.
822. Basic registration
US (United States of America), 10.04.2007, 3226289.

822. Basic registration
IT (Italy), 17.04.2013, 1539134.

270. Language(s) of the application
English

270. Language(s) of the application
English

580. Date of notification
17.05.2018

580. Date of notification
10.05.2018

1404152

1402447

151. Date of the registration
21.11.2016

151. Date of the registration
06.02.2018

180. Expected expiration date of the registration/renewal
21.11.2026

180. Expected expiration date of the registration/renewal
06.02.2028
732. Name and address of the holder of the registration
Apple Inc.
1 Infinite Loop
Cupertino CA 95014 (US (United States of America))

732. Name and address of the holder of the registration
Airbus DS Optronics GmbH
Carl-Zeiss-Straße 22
73447 Oberkochen (DE (Germany))

811. Contracting State of which the holder is a national
US (United States of America)

812. Contracting State or Contracting Organization in the
territory of which the holder has a real and effective
industrial or commercial establishment
DE (Germany)

842. Legal nature of the holder (legal entity) and State,
and, where applicable, territory within that State where
the legal entity is organized
CORPORATION, California, United States

842. Legal nature of the holder (legal entity) and State, and,
where applicable, territory within that State where the legal
entity is organized
Limited Liability Company, DE

740. Name and address of the representative
Thomas R. La Perle
Apple Inc.
1 Infinite Loop
MS: 169-3IPL
Cupertino CA 95014 (US (United States of America))

740. Name and address of the representative
LORENZ & KOLLEGEN Patentanwaelte
PartnerschaftsgeselIschaft mbB
Alte Ulmer Strasse 2
89522 Heidenheim (DE (Germany))
7
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receivers, optoelectronic detectors, optoelectronic
transducers, sensors, optical sensors, image
intensifiers, electronic amplifiers, power supply
apparatus, light guides; electronic display units,
apparatus and equipment and installations
composed thereof, and systems constructed by
linking the aforesaid installations, for conducting,
distributing, transforming, accumulating, regulating
or controlling electric signals, in particular for
surveying, monitoring, detecting, processing,
evaluating, analyzing and displaying radio signals;
apparatus for analyzing signals, classifying,
decoding, demodulating, recognizing processes,
recognizing patterns, evaluating patterns and for
automating processes for detecting and processing
radio signals; apparatus for detecting, evaluating,
recording, sending, receiving, transforming,
distributing, transmitting or reproducing data,
speech and/or images; software for all the aforesaid
goods; apparatus for storing, converting, processing
and transmitting data, information and signals;
telecommunication terminals; pagers; electronic
apparatus for satellite telecommunications, in
particular airborne; computer software (recorded
programs); software (recorded programs) for
providing access to an electronic message
transmission service; remote controls, video
recorders, cassette recorders, monitors, radios,
portable camcorders with integrated video recorders
or DVD burners, cameras, photographic apparatus;
television sets; keyboards, mice, calculators,
printers; computers; computer memories, electronic
memories, modems, computer peripheral devices;
screens; interfaces (information technology) and
microprocessors, in particular for accessing
multimedia databases; database servers; printed
circuits; on-board wireless and satellite data
networks, namely signalling apparatus; multiplatform interfaces, namely interfaces (interface
apparatus and computer programs); extension
systems (hardware and software) for external
airframe equipment; electronic media, in particular
cassettes, USB flash drives, blank sound recording
discs, blank video discs and blank CD-ROMs,
audio, video and sound recording discs; compact
discs, optical discs and DVDs containing navigation
and flight instructions for helicopters, rotorcraft and
drones; computer security systems; radar apparatus,
transmitters and receivers, converters, responders;
locating, detecting, control and cartography
equipment; electric and electronic equipment for
radiolocation and radio navigation; airborne
detecting and ground monitoring installations with
radar imaging; navigation apparatus for use at sea,
on land, in the air and in space; guidance and
navigation systems; checking (supervision)
apparatus for flight parameters, in particular

541. Reproduction of the mark where the mark is
represented in standard characters
550. Indication relating to the nature or kind of mark
The words contained in the mark have no meaning
511. The International Classification of Goods and
Services for the Purposes of the Registration of Marks
(Nice Classification) and the list of goods and services
classified according thereto
NCL (10-2016)
09
Scientific, nautical, surveying, photographic,
cinematographic, optical, weighing, measuring,
signalling, checking (supervision), life-saving and
teaching apparatus and instruments; apparatus and
instruments
for
conducting,
switching,
transforming,
accumulating,
regulating
or
controlling electricity; apparatus for recording,
transmission or reproduction of sound or images;
magnetic data carriers; recording discs; compact
discs, DVDs and other digital recording media;
mechanisms for coin-operated apparatus; cash
registers; calculating machines; data processing
equipment; computers; computer software; fireextinguishing apparatus; optical instruments and
enhancers and parts therefor; microscopes;
magnifying glasses and reading glasses; telescopes;
spotting scopes; binoculars and spyglasses;
spectacles and loupes; safety eyewear; spectacle
lenses; thermal imaging apparatus; night-vision
apparatus; thermal image recorders for night-vision
purposes; night-vision goggles; telescopes; sighting
telescopes; interference and polarization filters;
photographic recording, projecting and magnifying
lenses; image intensifiers; image intensifier tubes;
lens hoods; condensers; mirrors (optics); prisms;
objective and ocular lenses; observation eyepieces;
photogrammetric cameras; digital cameras; digital
cameras with an integrated laser rangefinder and a
ballistics
information
system;
measuring
instruments; measuring apparatus and parts therefor,
in particular for geodetic and nautical purposes;
rangefinders; laser rangefinders; optical sights for
firearms and astronomical telescopes; reflex sights;
daytime and night-time sights, precision gauges;
optical parts for headlights; television cameras for
use in weapons systems; testing apparatus for
checking components used in weapons systems;
laser warning sensors for use on an in particular
airborne military platform; warning apparatus,
optoelectronic apparatus, image signal processing
apparatus, electronic display units, optoelectronic
8
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software (recorded programs) for assisting with the
navigation and control of helicopters, rotorcraft and
drones, antennas and communications systems for
air vehicles; apparatus for monitoring flight
parameters, and in particular automatic altimeters
and ground stations or airborne stations equipped
with the aforesaid systems; communications
equipment, namely multiplex communications
systems, radio and television transmission
installations for recording, displaying and
transmitting all properties and flight parameters of
helicopters, rotorcraft and drones, for developing,
manufacturing, controlling, flying, steering,
navigating, monitoring and securing the aforesaid
helicopters, rotorcraft and drones; recording
systems for apparatus for locomotion by land, air or
water; automatic flight control installations; altitude
and speed measuring stations; adaptable software
(recorded programs) for locating air vehicles with
the aid of inertia values; systems for creating electric
commands and electric signals, namely electric
signal transmitters, character generators; apparatus
for recording parameters and data; computers, flight
phase analyzers, electronic equipment for counting,
managing, locating and identifying vehicles;
electronic equipment and systems (hardware and
software) for directing combat operations; software
(recorded programs) for the bringing together of
elementary digital objects depicted in the form of
real, moving objects on the basis of cartographic
data and algorithms of the examined movements of
the aforesaid objects; software (recorded programs)
for the bringing together of representative data from
moving objects; area observation and monitoring
systems featuring radar installations on board air
vehicles; transmitters of radio waves, ultrasound,
sound or infrasound waves; optical or infrared
transmitters, tuners, radio transmitters and receivers,
encoders and decoders, digital sound and image data
transmission apparatus, remote controls; software
(recorded programs) for recording and processing
data for controlling, flying, steering, navigating,
monitoring and securing air vehicles, rotorcraft and
drones, character and alarm generators; software
(recorded programs) for displaying flight logs,
ground stations for processing flight, steering,
navigation and monitoring data from aircraft,
rotorcraft and drones, remote transmitters for the
transmission of information between air vehicles,
rotorcraft or drones and at least one ground station;
computers and electronic card readers; software
(recorded programs) for calculating, reading and
applying
cartographic
data;
electronic
communications, navigation, collision warning and
pilot assistance systems (hardware and software) for
manned and unmanned land or air vehicles;
electronic mission systems (hardware and software)

No. 53

for land or air vehicles for assisting crew with regard
to executing their mission, in particular for
displaying the current state of the mission, said
current
state
being
ascertained
through
communications systems and recorded information
and being displayed; electronic checking
(supervision) and management systems (hardware
and software) for land or air vehicles, in particular
flight management systems and flight monitoring
apparatus; electronic map display systems
(hardware and software) for land or air vehicles for
graphically displaying the position of the vehicle;
electronic recording systems (hardware and
software) for land or air vehicles for recording
vehicle data and mission data; electronic subsystems
[hardware and software] for the aforesaid systems,
in particular sensor, computer, database, display,
recording and bus systems; sensor-assisted, in
particular electrooptical, LaDAR and radar systems
(hardware and software) for air or land vehicles for
recording environmental data, in particular
topographical altitude data, distance data and
obstacle data, in the air and on the ground; apparatus
for capturing, evaluating, recording, sending,
receiving, transmission or reproduction of data,
sound or images for the aforesaid goods; computer
software and computer hardware for all the
aforesaid goods, included in this class; components
for all the aforesaid goods, included in this class;
control stations (electric and electronic) comprising
application-specific computer software, computer
hardware and communications apparatus for
mission preparation, mission execution and mission
follow-up for manned and unmanned air vehicles;
application-specific computer software and
computer hardware for use in the aforesaid control
stations (electric and electronic) for mission
preparation, mission execution and mission followup for manned and unmanned air vehicles; radar
apparatus and radar systems; passive radar
apparatus and passive radar systems; speed
detectors, location detectors (for determining the
azimuth, distance and elevation of an object),
motion detectors; high-frequency apparatus;
transmitters of electronic signals; radio, radar,
television,
telegraphic,
telephone,
testing,
measuring and checking (supervision) apparatus
and instruments; signal generators; direction finding
and position finding apparatus; electronic
equipment for simulating and analyzing radar
installations; spare parts and accessories, and
software and firmware for all the aforesaid goods;
apparatus, instruments, equipment and software for
the electronic securing and monitoring of borders
and protected areas; satellite communications
systems, sensor towers for monitoring purposes,
alarm systems, internet and computer security
9
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systems, satellite monitoring systems, air
monitoring systems; software for planning and
managing requests with regard to intelligence
gathering; hardware and software for surveillance
and monitoring of military forces and military and
non-military services and agencies; ground systems
consisting of control apparatus for satellites; radio
transmitters and receivers; on-board electronic
systems consisting of equipment for satellites and
space vehicles, in particular avionics and service
modules; measuring, control, observation and
communications apparatus; ground systems
(hardware and software) for operating and
controlling satellites; radioelectric transceivers and
radios; scientific, nautical, surveying, photographic,
cinematographic, optical, weighing, measuring,
signalling, checking (supervision), life-saving and
teaching apparatus and instruments; data processing
apparatus and computers; data carriers; transmitters
(telecommunications), electric wires, fibre-optic
cables, electronic apparatus and instruments,
electronic storage media; observation instruments
and systems consisting thereof; infrared monitoring
and locating installations and systems consisting
thereof, in particular localization systems;
equipment for secure observation and surveillance
and systems consisting thereof; airworthy
monitoring equipment and systems consisting
thereof, day/night monitoring equipment and
systems consisting thereof; coders or decoders,
digital sound and image data transmitters; radar
antennas, satellite transmitters and receivers, power
converters and transponders; electronic equipment
for civil and military purposes; equipment for
electric and electronic tracking, capture and
monitoring, and for determining and locating
geographical locations; equipment for radar imagebased airborne ground monitoring and surveillance,
and systems consisting thereof; steering and
navigation equipment and systems consisting
thereof;
fixed
or
portable
computers,
telecommunications apparatus and equipment;
computer servers, servers and data storage
apparatus, computer workstations, modems;
wireless and satellite-based hardware and software
for on-board data networks; multi-platform
interfaces, including hardware and software
therefor; equipment for processing geographical
information and systems consisting thereof, in
particular satellite systems, GPS; apparatus and
equipment
for
capturing,
compressing,
transmission, analysis and reproduction of satellite
images and aerial photographs; equipment for
transmission of images through digital radio and
systems consisting thereof hardware and software
(recorded/stored programs) for determining the
position, observation and monitoring of specific

August 1st, 2019

geographical locations; monitoring and control
hardware and software (recorded/stored programs);
position determination, observation and monitoring
equipment, and systems consisting thereof, for
specific geographical locations; storage media for
data and user terminals (computer terminals) for
position determination, navigation, for navigation
databases, for radar or satellite navigation, radio
navigation and for subsequent applications;
mapping information (hardware and software),
safety and emergency equipment, instruments and
apparatus, research (other than for medical
purposes) and life-saving equipment, instruments
and apparatus; electric or electronic instruments and
apparatus for reception, processing and/or
transmission of navigation signals and elements and
components therefor; hardware and software for
telecommunications and radio networks, hardware
and software for digital telecommunications
networks; electric apparatus (hardware and
software) for providing telecommunications and
radio networks through wire, cable, optical fibre,
radio or satellite; apparatus for communicating,
transmission and reception of speech, images, data
and multimedia data; network applications, in
particular gateways, and systems consisting thereof
for internet gateways; devices and equipment and
apparatus consisting thereof for the transmission of
messages, information, data, sound and images
through waves, cable, optical fibre, telephone,
satellite, terminals, telecommunications networks
and computer networks; telecommunications and
desktop automation terminals for military
applications; software programs in a computerreadable format, provided on magnetic or optical
media or in a downloadable format for use with the
aforesaid goods; software programs for secure
communications and for facilitating the
authentication, examination, recording and analysis
of business relations and transactions using a system
of controlled access rights and notifications,
equipment and stations consisting thereof for
satellite telecommunications, in particular in air
vehicles; software (recorded/stored programs) for
communications and radio communications
networks for the transmission of data through wire,
cable, optical fibre, radio or satellite; software
(recorded/stored programs) for encryption and
decryption; simulation, model creation, testing and
experimental software; servers for modelling,
simulating, testing and experiments in connection
with civil and military operations; software for
planning, capturing, processing and disseminating
intelligence information and data, solely in the fields
of secret service information and geography, for
defense and security purposes; software
(recorded/stored programs) for providing access to
10
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an electronic messaging service; transmission
security software for intranet and internet data
terminals, operating stations and terminals for
presenting information in graphic and text form;
equipment for the secure processing of information;
secure telecommunications devices and equipment
consisting thereof, software for synchronizing
secure data between a remote data station or a
remote device and a fixed or remote data station or
a device of this kind; electric and electronic
instruments and equipment (audio and visual
apparatus) for displaying reports, analysis and
measurement results, in particular in the form of
graphs, tables and charts, being the outcome of
analyzing and monitoring the performance of
navigation signals and/or data; computer software
(recorded/stored programs) for examining and
identifying space segments in two or three
dimensions; sensors and communications apparatus
and equipment; industrial geoproduction systems,
consisting of software and hardware for a digital
process chain for generating satellite, aerial or
terrestrial images and 3D data; software for the field
of satellite imaging and data; data processing
equipment, in particular using satellites; computer
software for processing and analyzing photographs,
including aerial and satellite photographs, computer
software for stereographic projections, digital
terrain models, orthophotos and thematic maps;
database management software, including for
stereographic reproduction, for storing, preparing,
processing and analyzing drawings, depictions,
photographs, maps, aerial and satellite images and
surface models; apparatus for processing, analysis,
reproduction and storage with the aid of images
generated by satellites; computers and computer
software for industrial purposes, namely for the fire
service and the government, in connection with
operational systems, client management, installation
management systems, geographical information
systems, CAD systems, real-time display systems
and mobile systems, and the configuration thereof,
for use with suitable computer hardware; database
management
software,
in
particular
for
stereographic reproduction, for storing, creating,
processing and analyzing drawings, images,
photographs, graphic representations, aerial and
satellite images and surface models; data carriers for
computer software (computer programs), computer
files and software packages, for stereographic
reproduction and for storing, creating, processing
and analyzing surface models, images and
photographs; satellites; satellite navigation systems;
satellites for scientific purposes, in particular
satellites for terrestrial observation and radar
satellites; remote control apparatus; aerial imaging
sensors; broadcasting systems; electric and
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electronic apparatus for generating digital
topographical models; databases containing digital
topographical models (software); software packages
for processing and evaluating photographs,
including aerial and satellite images; software
packages for stereographic reproduction, for
creating digital terrain models, for orthophotos and
for thematic maps; computer files and software
packages featuring geographical, geological,
cartographic and topographical content; computer
files and software packages featuring terrain
representations and digital maps; satellites; satellite
communications apparatus and instruments;
terminals
for
satellite
communications;
communications apparatus and instruments;
telephone apparatus, teleprinters and facsimile
transmission machines; data processing and
transmission apparatus and instruments; computer
terminals including keyboards, visual display units
and printers; communications and transmission
systems, apparatus, instruments and computer
software and peripheral devices for providing and
managing news, information about weather,
sporting events and other information applications,
including the internet; systems consisting of
computer hardware and software, communications
and transmission apparatus and instruments for
facilitating real-time communications between users
and providers via the internet; computer software for
facilitating and for operating business systems,
including business systems via the internet and the
world wide web; computer software for simulating
and analyzing satellite communications systems;
computer software programs for operating and
managing satellite communications systems;
television, audiovisual, video, sound recording and
sound reproduction apparatus and instruments;
apparatus and instruments for storing, recording,
reproduction, retrieval, reading and transmission of
data, images, sound and other information;
apparatus and instruments for broadcasting,
transmission, reception, processing, duplicating,
encoding and decoding of digital and satellite
signals; parts and components for all the aforesaid
goods; daytime and night-time sights and
attachments and targeting apparatus for observation
purposes; electronic apparatus and software for
target recognition, target identification and target
tracking, and for fire control and ballistic correction;
sighting apparatus with gyroscopically stabilized
biaxial sighting lines, photogrammetric film
cameras; electrooptical surveillance and observation
apparatus and systems, and software therefor, in
particular evaluation and display software for use on
land, on water, in the air and in space; optical and
optoelectronic components and assemblies for
controlling self-propelled weapons carriers for use
11
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in the air, on water and on land; optical and
optoelectronic components for controlling rockets;
periscope systems for use in air, water and land
vehicles, submarine periscopes; optoelectronic mast
systems; optoelectronic mast systems for
submarines, including control consoles, and
software required therefor, in particular image
processing software; apparatus for the line of sight
direction stabilization on the basis of control signals
from mechanical, optical or fibre-optic gyroscopes,
accelerometers of from image evaluation
algorithms; periscopes with direction-stabilized line
of sight for use on land, on water and in the air;
gyroscopically and inertially stabilized or scenebased stabilized commander's periscopes and
electrooptical observation, monitoring and targeting
systems, and driver vision systems, driver assistance
systems, situational awareness systems for armored
vehicles; optoelectronic sensors for air defense
systems featuring TV assemblies, thermal imaging
apparatus, laser rangefinding apparatus and laser
target illuminators (laser designators); laser
rangefinders, laser target illuminators and laser
warning systems; laser altimeters, in particular
including for use in space; electrooptical
surveillance cameras and vision equipment, and
stabilized multi-sensor platforms for manned and
unmanned air vehicles, land vehicles and water
vehicles; tactical and strategic observation,
monitoring and surveillance apparatus with multisensor equipment for air vehicles; missile warning
sensors for use on water, on land and in the air; laser
warning systems; thermal imaging apparatus and
systems and daytime vision apparatus and systems
for use on land, on water and in the air; imaging
electrooptical apparatus and systems in the near
infrared (NIR) and short-wave infrared (SWIR)
areas for use on land, on water and in the air; thermal
imaging apparatus and imaging apparatus in the near
infrared (NIR) and short-wave infrared (SWIR)
areas for aircraft, helicopters, battle tanks, armored
personnel carriers, armored scout vehicles and other
armored vehicles and ships; gyroscopically
stabilized commander's periscopes with integrated
thermal imaging apparatus; submarine periscopes
and optoelectronic mast systems with integrated
laser rangefinding, laser target illuminators and
integrated thermal imaging apparatus and integrated
line of sight direction stabilization, in particular with
an integrated image processing platform and highlevel algorithms, including image fusion and
tracking; electrooptical observation and monitoring
systems, stationary and mobile, for applications on
land, on water, in the air and in space; software and
programs for operating and controlling apparatus
and systems, and for data and image processing;
sensors for position regulation and orbit control, in
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particular for satellites, optical instruments for
terrestrial observation and for observing other
natural or technical objects in space, star and solar
sensors; rendezvous and docking sensors for
aerospace, multispectral imaging apparatus; focal
plane devices (optics); electronic apparatus and
computers for aerospace; inertial and gyro sensors;
power generation apparatus; solar installations;
apparatus for recording, transmission, processing or
reproduction of sound or images, and software
therefor for controlling, recording, transmission,
evaluation and processing of images or data;
machine-readable data carriers; microwave
switches, DC converters, laser transmitters and
receivers, electronic amplifiers, power amplifiers;
satellite transmitters and receivers for analogue and
digital signals; data processing apparatus and
computers, and their peripheral devices, disk drives,
scanners and screens therefor, and installations
consisting of data processing apparatus and
computers; keyboards and printers; computer
programs for providing real-time, multimedia,
multi-sensor and multi-user communications via
computer networks; magnetic data carriers;
communications systems and systems for receiving
and reproducing terrestrial signals and satellite
signals, consisting of electric and electronic
apparatus and instruments for communications,
keyboards and printers; computer programs for
providing real-time, multimedia, multi-sensor and
multi-user communications via computer networks;
magnetic data carriers; laser communications
terminals; hardware and software for sensor data
fusion, including databases and the object world;
hardware and software for augmented reality and
virtual reality applications, including presentation
media, monitors, tablets and smartglasses; hardware
and software for displaying maps and positions;
jammers; signal generators; direction finding and
position finding apparatus for ships, land vehicles,
aircraft, helicopters and drones; electromagnetic,
ultraviolet and infrared-based self-defense systems
for ships, land vehicles, aircraft and helicopters;
apparatus for guided and directional infrared
counter measures (DIRCM); directional IR and
lasers (DIRCM) for defending against missile
attacks on airborne platforms; databases for
identifying electronic threats; apparatus and systems
for signal encryption and decryption, and test
apparatus therefor; IFF (identification friend or foe)
receivers (transponders) on airborne platforms; IFF
query systems (secondary radars) on ships and landbased platforms; electric, electronic and optical
apparatus and systems consisting thereof for
assistance in conditions of restricted visibility and
for detecting enemy fire; antennas, transmitters and
receivers for wide-band data transmission; hardware
12
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and software for mission planning and evaluation
for airborne platforms; hardware and software for
capturing maintenance and diagnostic data from
airborne platforms; information technology and
audiovisual apparatus; communications equipment;
antennas and antennas installations being
communications apparatus; apparatus for line of
sight stabilization; Satcom antennas, data loggers;
apparatus for recording conversations; detectors,
rangefinders, rangefinding apparatus, binoculars,
spyglasses, telescopes, filters (photography),
photovoltaic cells, computer programs, global
positioning system (GPS) apparatus, downloadable
computer
programs,
calipers,
directional
compasses, correcting lenses (optics), lasers (not for
medical purposes), close-up lenses, surveyors'
levels, lenses, instruments containing eyepieces,
eyepieces, optical apparatus, instruments and
equipment, periscopes, prisms, transmitters of
electronic signals, stands for photographic apparatus
and cameras, telescopes, surveying apparatus,
sighting telescopes; electronic and optical spyholes
for doors and peepholes (magnifying lenses) for
doors; helmet target tracking systems and helmet
display systems for use in air, land and water
vehicles; multispectral landing aids (optical
apparatus and instruments) for helicopters; laser
target illumination systems for combat aircraft;
sensor platforms for military air vehicles equipped
with electrooptical and radar sensors; driver vision
apparatus; boresight equipment, namely optical and
electrooptical adjustment equipment, residual light
intensifiers; storage bags and cases for the aforesaid
goods, and software for all the aforesaid goods;
systems consisting of monitoring instruments and
apparatus to be fitted on fences; laser rangefinders;
apparatus for target marking (targeting pods); UCM
(uncooled modules) being night vision attachments,
including software and map/position display;
computer software for encryption, electronic
encryption apparatus.
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for ships; roof boxes; vehicles for electronic
warfare.
13
Weapons; ammunition and projectiles; explosives;
fireworks; firearms, small arms, guns, and parts for
the aforesaid goods; directional infrared and laser
counter measures (DIRCM) for defense against
missile attacks on airborne platforms; sighting
devices; firing control installations; smoke
projectiles; seeker heads, weapons and apparatus for
self-defense; sights, other than telescopic sights, for
artillery; sights, other than telescopic sithgs, for
firearms; storage bags and cases for the aforesaid
goods; daytime and night-time sights and
attachments and target apparatus for firearms.
37
Building construction; installation, repair and
maintenance of control stations for mission
preparation, mission execution and mission followup for manned and unmanned air vehicles;
installation and maintenance of data processing
apparatus and computer hardware; consultancy in
connection with all the aforesaid services;
adjustment, commissioning, repair and maintenance
services for the restoration of electrooptical
apparatus; maintenance and repair of electrooptical
apparatus and installations for others; rental of
specialist tools, handling apparatus, transport and
storage containers and workshop equipment;
installation and maintenance of vehicles and
installations and systems for electronic warfare;
installation and maintenance of radar systems on
vehicles, ships and fixed installations; installation,
cleaning, repair and maintenance of apparatus for
electronic warfare and for radar systems; repair,
maintenance and installation in connection with all
of the following goods: scientific, nautical,
surveying, photographic, cinematographic, optical,
weighing,
measuring,
signalling,
checking
(supervision), life-saving and teaching apparatus
and instruments, optical instruments and enhancers
and parts therefor, microscopes, magnifying glasses
and reading glasses, telescopes, spotting scopes,
binoculars and spyglasses, spectacles and loupes,
safety eyewear, spectacle lenses, thermal imaging
apparatus, night-vision apparatus, thermal image
recorders for night-vision purposes, night-vision
goggles,
telescopes,
sighting
telescopes,
interference and polarization filters, photographic
recording, projecting and magnifying lenses, image
intensifiers, image intensifier tubes, lens hoods,
condensers, mirrors, prisms, objective and ocular
lenses, observation eyepieces, photogrammetric
cameras, digital cameras, digital cameras with an
integrated laser rangefinder and a ballistics

12
Vehicles; apparatus for locomotion by land, air or
water; helicopters, rotorcraft; drones; vehicles,
including military vehicles, for transport; side cars;
pick-ups; vehicles and side cars for signal and radio
surveillance, location and jamming; jamming and
surveillance vehicles; spare parts and accessories for
all the aforesaid goods; air vehicles; space vehicles;
transport
devices
adapted
for
satellites,
telecommunications transmission satellites, earth
and space observation systems, consisting primarily
of space stations equipped with optical measuring
and signalling apparatus and instruments; space
transport systems, consisting primarily of space
vehicles with equipment for payload retention;
vehicles, and parts and accessories therefor; masts
13
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information system, measuring instruments,
measuring apparatus and parts therefor, in particular
for geodetic and nautical purposes, rangefinders,
laser rangefinders, optical sights for firearms and
astronomical telescopes, reflex sights, daytime and
night-time sights, precision gauges, optical parts for
headlights.
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satellite (radio services); remote transmission of
information (including websites), computer
programs and other data; providing of user access to
the internet and to other online systems;
communications and transmission via the internet;
communication services for facilitating real-time
online communications between internet users and
content providers; broadcasting and transmission of
data, images, sound, graphics and other information;
computerized message and image transmission;
services in the field of electronic mail; digital and
satellite transmission; leasing and sub-leasing of
broadband and uplink connection services;
consultancy and information in connection with the
aforesaid services; information services in
connection with telecommunications and satellite
communications; on-board wireless and satellite
data networks, namely transmission of data between
linked computer systems; communications by
computer networks; information in connection with
the provision of access to electronic messaging
systems; providing of access and leasing of access
time to computers

38
Telecommunications; operation and rental of
telecommunications equipment, in particular for
radio and television; compilation and delivery of
messages by electronic media; providing of
mailboxes; communications, transmission of
images and sounds, in particular via computer;
transmission of information and data via online
services and the internet for the compilation,
delivery and dissemination of messages, rental of
telecommunications apparatus; information in the
field of telecommunications; communications by
computer terminals; electronic display services
(telecommunications); providing of access to
connections to a global data network via
telecommunications services; providing of access to
electronic databases and information research
centres, including for drawings, images,
photographs, graphic representations, aerial and
satellite images, surface models; communications in
connection with data transmission on computer
networks; providing of access to databases via the
internet; (computerized) transmission of data and
images, including for global communications
networks (the internet) or for private or restricted
access networks (intranets); providing of user access
to service providers on a global computer network;
computerized transmission of messages and images,
in particular high and ultra-high resolution images,
and geographical information; satellite-assisted
transmission of messages and images, in particular
high and ultra-high resolution images, and
geographical information; providing of access to
databases, in particular image databases containing
images generated with the aid of satellites or
antennas, transmission of data sets containing global
digital topographical models and geographical
information; providing of access to databases and
information research centres, including for aerial
and satellite images, geographical, geological,
cartographic and topographical data, terrain displays
and digital maps; communication services; satellite
communications; telecommunication services;
speech and data transmission; telex and facsimile
communication services; providing of access to
communications information, drafting of reports
and consultancy in connection with the aforesaid
services, included in this class; compilation and
transmission of messages; maritime radio via radio

41
Education; provision of training; entertainment;
sporting and cultural activities; providing training
regarding the operation of control stations for
mission preparation, mission execution and mission
follow-up for manned and unmanned air vehicles,
provision of training, and training; information
about educational or entertainment events; film
production; digital imaging (photo editing);
publication of books, arranging and conducting of
colloquiums in the field of the use of satellite data
and products derived therefrom; arranging and
conducting of conferences in the field of the use of
satellite data and products derived therefrom;
arranging and conducting of meetings in the field of
the use of satellite data and products derived
therefrom; arranging and conducting of seminars in
the field of the use of satellite data and products
derived therefrom; photography, organization of
exhibitions for cultural or educational purposes;
photographic reporting; publication of texts, other
than for advertising purposes, in the field of the use
of satellite data and products derived therefrom;
electronic publication of books and periodicals in
the field of the use of satellite data and products
derived therefrom; publication of books; rental of
books; film production; rental of motion pictures;
rental of sound recordings; arranging and
conducting of colloquiums, conferences or
congresses; organization and conducting of
exhibitions for cultural or educational purposes;
electronic publication of books and magazines
online; instruction, providing of training and
14
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training information in connection with satellite
communications and telecommunications, included
in this class; providing of online publications from
databases on the internet, and services in connection
with
entertainment;
electronic
publishing;
consultancy and information in connection with the
aforesaid services; information in connection with
sporting events; providing of training regarding the
operation of control stations.
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processing of signals in connection with vehicles,
apparatus for locomotion by land, air or water, in
particular helicopters, rotorcraft and drones; testing,
trialling, analysis and/or monitoring of algorithms
for data generation systems; engineering in the field
of monitoring and checking performance
parameters in connection with vehicles, apparatus
for locomotion by land, air or water, in particular
helicopters, rotorcraft and drones; engineering in the
field of signal testing; engineering in the field of
developing algorithms and methods for the
computerized processing of signals; scientific
appraisals and assessments for creating and/or
presenting results, in particular in the form of
research reports, graphs, tables and charts; scientific
and technological services and research and design
relating thereto provided by engineers in the fields
of data processing, data analysis and data
conversion; development (design, preparation) and
updating of programs for computer bases; research
and
development
and
adaptation
of
telecommunications
networks
and
radio
communications networks in connection with
vehicles, apparatus for locomotion by land, air or
water, in particular helicopters, rotorcraft and
drones; design, development and updating (for
others) of software (recorded programs) for
managing, administering, designing, configuring
and securing local or remote communications
networks for the transmission of speech, images,
data or multimedia data in connection with vehicles,
apparatus for locomotion by land, air or water, in
particular helicopters, rotorcraft and drones; design,
preparation and updating (for others) of software
(recorded programs) for designing, preparing,
managing and securing access to computer
networks and IP (internet protocol) networks;
design and development of control stations,
comprising application-specific computer software,
computer hardware and communications apparatus
for mission preparation, mission execution and
mission follow-up for manned and unmanned air
vehicles; design and development of applicationspecific computer software and computer hardware
for use in control stations for mission preparation,
mission execution and mission follow-up for
manned and unmanned air vehicles; design and
development of computer hardware and software
for radar apparatus; computerized services
regarding the evaluation of aerial or satellite images
(monochromatic or multispectral); physics
(research), engineering or information technology
services in connection with computerized services
regarding the processing of aerial or satellite images
(monochromatic or multispectral), development of
databases of global digital topographical models;
scientific and technological services, namely

42
Scientific and technological services and research
and design relating thereto; industrial analysis and
research services; design and development of
computer hardware and software; technical
consultancy in connection with electrooptical
apparatus, monitoring apparatus and monitoring
installations; creation (design) of electrooptical
apparatus, monitoring apparatus and monitoring
installations;
setting
up
(calibration)
of
electrooptical apparatus, monitoring apparatus and
monitoring installations; design of ballistic
information systems; scientific and technological
services and scientific and technical consultancy in
connection with all of the following goods:
scientific, nautical, surveying, photographic,
cinematographic, optical, weighing, measuring,
signalling, checking (supervision), life-saving and
teaching apparatus and instruments, optical
instruments and enhancers and parts therefor,
microscopes, magnifying glasses and reading
glasses, telescopes, spotting scopes, binoculars and
spyglasses, spectacles and loupes, safety eyewear,
spectacle lenses, thermal imaging apparatus, nightvision apparatus, thermal image recorders for nightvision purposes, night-vision goggles, telescopes,
sighting telescopes, interference and polarization
filters, photographic recording, projecting and
magnifying lenses, image intensifiers, image
intensifier tubes, lens hoods, condensers, mirrors,
prisms, objective and ocular lenses, observation
eyepieces, photogrammetric cameras, digital
cameras, digital cameras with an integrated laser
rangefinder and a ballistics information system,
measuring instruments, measuring apparatus and
parts therefor, in particular for geodetic and nautical
purposes, rangefinders, laser rangefinders, optical
sights for firearms and astronomical telescopes,
reflex sights, daytime and night-time sights,
precision gauges, optical parts for headlights;
testing, checking, analysis and/or monitoring of
signals in connection with vehicles, apparatus for
locomotion by land, air or water, in particular
helicopters, rotorcraft and drones; development,
optimization, checking and trialling of the
performance of methods, algorithms, processing
and software modules for the computerized
15
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providing of terrestrial observation data generated
with the aid of satellites, precise relief measurement,
precise weather measurements, measurement
physics (characterization of objects observed on the
ground as a function of their spectral signatures,
atmospheric influence, geometric and radiometric
model depictions using on-board cameras);
scientific and research applications, studies and
projects with the purpose of developing and
validating geodata in connection with digital
topographical models; research and design in the
field of satellite images, and exploitation of
corresponding data, namely development of
methods for processing corresponding data, namely
development of methods for processing data from
observation satellites, preparation of processing
protocols for using satellite data to generate
geographical information, and engineering in the
field of programming aerial images from a network
of observation satellites; industrial analysis and
research services in the fields of displaying images
through satellite and using the data in connection
therewith; industrial analysis and research services
based on digital topographical models for
applications in the field of processing and
orthorectification of other geodata, mapping,
creation of models of geophysical processes on
earth, calculation of wave propagation in the field of
telecommunications, and logistical and; safety
applications in transport (aerospace, vehicles);
design and development of computers and software;
recovery of computer databases; environmental
protection consultancy; technical and/or EDP
consultancy regarding the planning of crisis
interventions; technical and/or EDP consultancy
regarding defense and security policy operations;
conversion of data and computer programs (other
than physical conversion); design of computer
software; technical project studies; field
measurement; surveying of oil fields; geological
surveys; geological research; analysis for crude oil
and natural gas production; land surveying;
conducting of exploratory drilling for crude oil;
urban planning; computer programming; creation
and maintenance of websites for others; geological
prospecting; research services in the field of
cartographic products, land coverage maps and land
registries; technical information and research
services provided by engineers in connection with
the presentation of images generated with the aid of
satellites, in particular geographical images,
geographical maps and topographical base maps
consisting of images generated with the aid of
satellites or antennas; technical information and
research services provided by engineers in
connection with the following products: images
generated with the aid of satellites, in particular
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geographical images, geographical maps and
topographical base maps consisting of images
generated with the aid of satellites or antennas,
design and development of computer software in the
field of cartography; technical consultancy in the
field of cartography; processing and evaluation of
aerial or satellite images (monochromatic or
multispectral) being a service for research institutes
or for others; creation of maps and terrain sections,
propagation localization of electromagnetic waves,
in digital form; processing and analysis in
connection with stereoscopic images; computer
programming for industrial purposes, namely for the
fire service, the police and the government, in
connection with operational systems, client
management, installation management systems,
geographical information systems, CAD systems,
real-time display systems and mobile systems, and
the configuration thereof, for use with suitable
computer hardware; design and development of
systems, apparatus and instruments for providing
satellite communications and telecommunications;
design and development of computer software and
systems, computer infrastructures for operating
satellite communications and telecommunications
equipment,
and
for
managing
satellite
communications and telecommunications; design
and development of computer software, computer
systems, computer infrastructures, communications
and transmission apparatus, instruments, systems
and infrastructures, all for use in connection with
news, information about weather, sporting events,
business services and other information applications
and internet applications; design and development
of databases and user interfaces for managing
interactive content; technical project management
for information and internet applications; technical
support, namely consultancy in connection with the
operation, management and maintenance of satellite
communications and telecommunications apparatus
and systems; technical support, namely consultancy
in connection with the operation, management and
maintenance of satellite communications and
telecommunications; technical support, namely
consultancy in connection with the operation,
management and maintenance of information and
internet application systems; technical support in
connection with computer software for information
and internet applications; computer design services;
programming; rental of computer hardware,
computer software and computer peripheral
devices; maintenance and updating of computer
software; creation and maintenance of websites;
information and consultancy in connection with all
the aforesaid; weather information services;
encryption, decryption and authentication of
information, messages and data; computer
16
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550. Indication relating to the nature or kind of mark
The words contained in the mark have no meaning

programming; updating and maintenance of
databases; rental of access time to and operation of
databases, and compilation and delivery of data,
messages and information; rental of computer
apparatus and computer software; technical design
and technical planning of telecommunications
equipment, IT services for apparatus for electronic
warfare and for radar systems; rental of measuring
apparatus for testing the environment and
measuring electromagnetic compatibility (EMC
measurements) and services relating thereto; digital
imaging (IT services); digital imaging (graphics);
development of online publications from internet
databases.

511. The International Classification of Goods and
Services for the Purposes of the Registration of Marks
(Nice Classification) and the list of goods and services
classified according thereto
NCL (11-2018)
05
Human pharmaceutical preparations for the
prevention and treatment of viral diseases, autoimmune and inflammatory diseases, cardiovascular
diseases, central nervous system diseases, pain,
dermatologic diseases, gastro-intestinal diseases,
infectious-related diseases, metabolic diseases,
oncologic diseases, ophthalmic diseases and
respiratory diseases; vaccines for human use.

821. Basic application
DE (Germany), 25.05.2016, 30 2016 104 864.
300. Data relating to priority under the Paris Convention
and other data relating to registration of the mark in the
country of origin
DE (Germany), 25.05.2016,30 2016 104 864.

821. Basic application
BX (Benelux), 06.02.2018, 01369366.
822. Basic registration
BX (Benelux), 08.02.2018, 1028036.

270. Language(s) of the application
English

300. Data relating to priority under the Paris Convention
and other data relating to registration of the mark in the
country of origin
BX (Benelux), 06.02.2018, 1369366.

580. Date of notification
31.05.2018
1404992

270. Language(s) of the application
English

151. Date of the registration
02.05.2018

580. Date of notification
31.05.2018

180. Expected expiration date of the registration/renewal
02.05.2028

1416166

732. Name and address of the holder of the registration
Janssen Pharmaceutica NV
Turnhoutseweg 30
B-2340 Beerse (BE (Belgium))

151. Date of the registration
03.05.2018
180. Expected expiration date of the registration/renewal
03.05.2028

812. Contracting State or Contracting Organization in the
territory of which the holder has a real and effective
industrial or commercial establishment
BX (Benelux)

732. Name and address of the holder of the registration
XIE PINGPING
Room 705, Qianshuiwan Taoyuan,
No. 1699 Xiadian Road,
Gongchen Street,
Licheng District,
Putian City
Fujian Province (CN (China))

842. Legal nature of the holder (legal entity) and State, and,
where applicable, territory within that State where the legal
entity is organized
Naamloze venootschap
740. Name and address of the representative
Novagraaf Nederland B.V.
Hoogoorddreef 5
NL-1101 BA Amsterdam (NL (Netherlands))

811. Contracting State of which the holder is a national
CN (China)
841. State of which the holder is a national
CN (China)
740. Name and address of the representative
Fujian xunchi
intellectual property agency

541. Reproduction of the mark where the mark is
represented in standard characters
17
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841. State of which the holder is a national
US (United States of America)

co., ltd
2F,
Building of city commerce chamber,
East Road, New Street,
Qingyang Street, Jinjiang
Fujian (CN (China))

842. Legal nature of the holder (legal entity) and State, and,
where applicable, territory within that State where the legal
entity is organized
INDIVIDUAL, United States

531. International Classification of the Figurative Elements
of Marks (Vienna Classification)
VCL (7)
27.05; 28.03.

531. International Classification of the Figurative Elements
of Marks (Vienna Classification)
VCL (7)
04.03; 27.05; 29.01.

561. Transliteration of the mark
AN MU CI FANG.

591. Information concerning colors claimed
The colors red, orange, yellow, green, blue, violet, gold,
white and black are claimed as a feature of the mark.The
mark consists of a white unicorn with red, orange, yellow,
green, blue and violet hair/mane and tail. The unicorn has
a gold horn, red lips, red hooves, and a black, blue, and
white eye. The unicorn has a red and orange beard. The
unicorn has the word "FRESHY" written below it in
lettering with the colors as follows: "F" in red, "R" in
orange, "E" in yellow, "S" in green, "H" in blue, and "Y"
in violet. There is white highlighting on each of the letters,
and the color black is used for outlining of the design and
wording.

566. Translation of the mark or of words contained in the
mark
The first Chinese character means safe, the second one
means wet nurse, the third one means order, the fourth one
means square, together they have no means as a word.
511. The International Classification of Goods and
Services for the Purposes of the Registration of Marks
(Nice Classification) and the list of goods and services
classified according thereto
NCL (11-2018)
25

571. Description of mark
The mark consists of a white unicorn with red, orange,
yellow, green, blue and violet hair/mane and tail. The
unicorn has a gold horn, red lips, red hooves, and a black,
blue, and white eye. The unicorn has a red and orange
beard. The unicorn has the word "FRESHY" written below
it in lettering with the colors as follows: "F" in red, "R" in
orange, "E" in yellow, "S" in green, "H" in blue, and "Y"
in violet. There is white highlighting on each of the letters,
and the color black is used for outlining of the design and
wording.

Clothing; layettes [clothing]; clothing for
gymnastics; shoes; hats; hosiery; neckties; scarfs;
leather belts [clothing]; gloves [clothing].
822. Basic registration
CN (China), 28.10.2010, 6037621.
270. Language(s) of the application
English
580. Date of notification
02.08.2018
1418127

511. The International Classification of Goods and
Services for the Purposes of the Registration of Marks
(Nice Classification) and the list of goods and services
classified according thereto
NCL (11-2018)

151. Date of the registration
23.05.2018
180. Expected expiration date of the registration/renewal
23.05.2028

25
732. Name and address of the holder of the registration
Willman, Scott Alan
152 sierra sky ct
colfax CA 95713 (US (United States of America))

Clothing, namely, khakis; clothing, namely,
fisherman pants; athletic tops and bottoms for
running; beachwear; belts; belts made out of cloth;
bottoms; bottoms for adults; coats for adults;
combinations; drawers; hooded sweatshirts for
adults; jackets; jackets for adults; knitwear, namely,

811. Contracting State of which the holder is a national
US (United States of America)
18
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shorts; knitwear, namely, shirts; leather belts;
loungewear; pajamas for adults; pants for adults;
pareos; pique shirts; plimsolls; rainwear; sarongs;
shirts for adults; shoes for adults; short sets; shorts
for adults; skapris; sleepwear; sweaters for adults;
sweatpants for adults; sweatshirts for adults;
swimwear; t-shirts for adults; tops; tops for adults;
trousers for adults; wearable garments and clothing,
namely, shirts; windbreakers; women's clothing,
namely, shirts, dresses, skirts, blouses; woven shirts
for adults.

No. 53

531. International Classification of the Figurative
Elements of Marks (Vienna Classification)
VCL (7)
26.03; 27.05.
550. Indication relating to the nature or kind of mark
The words contained in the mark have no meaning
571. Description of mark
The mark consists of stylized wording "ACHTECK", and
it has no meaning in a foreign language.

26
Clothing accessories, namely, charms for
attachment to zipper pulls and buttons; brooches for
clothing; embroidered patches for clothing;
ornamental cloth patches.

511. The International Classification of Goods and
Services for the Purposes of the Registration of Marks
(Nice Classification) and the list of goods and services
classified according thereto
NCL (11)

821. Basic application
US (United States of America), 16.02.2017, 87339307.

06
270. Language(s) of the application
English

Common metal, unwrought or semi-wrought;
tungsten; alloys of common metal; powdery metal;
tungsten powder.

580. Date of notification
16.08.2018

07
Turning tools [parts of machines]; holemaking
tools; milling tools; threading tools; gear cutting
tools; broaching tools; band saw; circular saw blade
(machine parts); dragon saw; cutting tool;
reciprocating saw; pneumatic grinder; clamping
units; all aforesaid goods are power-operated.

1417767
151. Date of the registration
14.12.2017
180. Expected expiration date of the registration/renewal
14.12.2027
732. Name and address of the holder of the registration
GANZHOU ACHTECK
TOOL TECHNOLOGY CO., LTD
Ganzhou Economic Development Area
Jiangxi (CN (China))

821. Basic application
CN (China), 14.08.2013, 10894813.

812. Contracting State or Contracting Organization in the
territory of which the holder has a real and effective
industrial or commercial establishment
CN (China)

270. Language(s) of the application
English

821. Basic application
CN (China), 14.08.2013, 10894910.

580. Date of notification
16.08.2018

842. Legal nature of the holder (legal entity) and State,
and, where applicable, territory within that State where
the legal entity is organized
Ltd Liability Company, China

1418350
151. Date of the registration
22.05.2018

740. Name and address of the representative
CIPRUN (BEIJING)
INTELLECTUAL PROPERTY AGENT
CO., LTD
CIPRUN MANSION,
CIPRUN IP SCIENCE PARK,
CHANGYANG ROAD,
FANGSHAN DISTRICT
BEIJING CITY (CN (China))

180. Expected expiration date of the registration/renewal
22.05.2028
732. Name and address of the holder of the registration
Guizhou Yiqing Photoelectric Group Co.,
Ltd.
Room 201, Building 1-3,
19
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Yiqing Science Park,
Xinpu Economic Development Zone
Guizhou (CN (China))

August 1st, 2019

180. Expected expiration date of the registration/renewal
11.06.2028
732. Name and address of the holder of the registration
Global Blood Therapeutics, Inc.
171 Oyster Point Blvd., Suite 300
South San Francisco CA 94080 (US (United States of
America))

812. Contracting State or Contracting Organization in the
territory of which the holder has a real and effective
industrial or commercial establishment
CN (China)
842. Legal nature of the holder (legal entity) and State, and,
where applicable, territory within that State where the legal
entity is organized
Limited Company, THE PEOPLE'S REPUBLIC OF
CHINA

811. Contracting State of which the holder is a national
US (United States of America)
842. Legal nature of the holder (legal entity) and State,
and, where applicable, territory within that State where
the legal entity is organized
CORPORATION, Delaware, United States

740. Name and address of the representative
CHOFN Intellectual Property
B316 Guangyi Plaza,
5 Guangyi Str., Xicheng
100053 Beijing (CN (China))

740. Name and address of the representative
Harold Milstein
Sheppard Mullin Richter & Hampton
LLP
379 Lytton Avenue
Palo Alto CA 94301 (US (United States of America))

531. International Classification of the Figurative Elements
of Marks (Vienna Classification)
VCL (7)
01.01; 27.05.

541. Reproduction of the mark where the mark is
represented in standard characters

550. Indication relating to the nature or kind of mark
The words contained in the mark have no meaning

511. The International Classification of Goods and
Services for the Purposes of the Registration of Marks
(Nice Classification) and the list of goods and services
classified according thereto
NCL (11-2018)

511. The International Classification of Goods and
Services for the Purposes of the Registration of Marks
(Nice Classification) and the list of goods and services
classified according thereto
NCL (11)

05
Pharmaceutical preparations for the treatment of
hematological disorders such as sickle cell disease;
pharmaceutical preparations for the treatment of
hypoxic and hypoxemic conditions.

09
Tablet computers; radios; video telephones; global
positioning system [GPS] apparatus; smartphones;
television apparatus; portable media players;
projection screens; fluorescent screens; video
screens; cellular phones; mobile telephones;
notebook computers.

821. Basic application
US (United States of America), 14.12.2017, 87721064.
300. Data relating to priority under the Paris Convention
and other data relating to registration of the mark in the
country of origin
US (United States of America), 14.12.2017, 87721064.

821. Basic application
CN (China), 04.08.2017, 25701965.
270. Language(s) of the application
English

270. Language(s) of the application
English

580. Date of notification
16.08.2018

580. Date of notification
16.08.2018

1417703

1417622

151. Date of the registration
11.06.2018

151. Date of the registration
11.06.2018
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180. Expected expiration date of the registration/renewal
11.06.2028

180. Expected expiration date of the registration/renewal
02.07.2028

732. Name and address of the holder of the registration
Global Blood Therapeutics, Inc.
171 Oyster Point Blvd., Suite 300
South San Francisco CA 94080 (US (United States of
America))

732. Name and address of the holder of the registration
Rigo Trading S.A.
6, Route de Trèves,
EBBC, Building E
L-2633 Senningerberg (LU (Luxembourg))

811. Contracting State of which the holder is a national
US (United States of America)

812. Contracting State or Contracting Organization in the
territory of which the holder has a real and effective
industrial or commercial establishment
BX (Benelux)

842. Legal nature of the holder (legal entity) and State,
and, where applicable, territory within that State where
the legal entity is organized
CORPORATION, Delaware, United States
740. Name and address of the representative
Harold Milstein
Sheppard Mullin Richter & Hampton
LLP
379 Lytton Avenue
Palo Alto CA 94301 (US (United States of America))

531. International Classification of the Figurative Elements
of Marks (Vienna Classification)
VCL (7)
25.03; 26.04; 29.01.
550. Indication relating to the nature or kind of mark
The words contained in the mark have no meaning

541. Reproduction of the mark where the mark is
represented in standard characters

591. Information concerning colors claimed
Blue and white.

511. The International Classification of Goods and
Services for the Purposes of the Registration of Marks
(Nice Classification) and the list of goods and services
classified according thereto
NCL (11-2018)

511. The International Classification of Goods and
Services for the Purposes of the Registration of Marks
(Nice Classification) and the list of goods and services
classified according thereto
NCL (11-2018)

05

30
Confectionery.

Pharmaceutical preparations for the treatment of
hematological disorders such as sickle cell disease;
pharmaceutical preparations for the treatment of
hypoxic and hypoxemic conditions.

821. Basic application
BX (Benelux), 04.01.2018, 1367498.

821. Basic application
US (United States of America), 14.12.2017, 87721045.

822. Basic registration
BX (Benelux), 15.03.2018, 1026243.

300. Data relating to priority under the Paris Convention
and other data relating to registration of the mark in the
country of origin
US (United States of America), 14.12.2017, 87721045.

300. Data relating to priority under the Paris Convention
and other data relating to registration of the mark in the
country of origin
BX (Benelux), 04.01.2018, 1367498.

270. Language(s) of the application
English

270. Language(s) of the application
English

580. Date of notification
16.08.2018

580. Date of notification
16.08.2018

1417972

1419056

151. Date of the registration
02.07.2018

151. Date of the registration
30.03.2018
21
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180. Expected expiration date of the registration/renewal
30.03.2028
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monitoring, securing, analyzing, accelerating,
ensuring availability of, optimizing, enhancing, and
configuring network devices and applications.

732. Name and address of the holder of the registration
F5 Networks, Inc.
401 Elliott Ave W
Seattle WA 98119-4017 (US (United States of America))

42
Computer services, namely software as a service
managed information technology services and
operations for others, namely, management of
virtual computing infrastructure, network traffic
management, network infrastructure performance
analytics, network security, and application
deployment services; computer services, namely
providing computer hardware and online nondownloadable computer software to others for
managing, monitoring, securing, accelerating,
ensuring availability of, optimizing, enhancing,
analyzing, and configuring network devices and
applications; computer services, namely providing
computer hardware and online non-downloadable
computer software to others for use in personal
computers, laptops, PDAs, PIMs, mobile
telephones, digital appliances, virtual machines,
virtual appliances, and other mobile computing and
communications devices, to manage, enhance,
analyze, secure, and optimize balancing Internet and
network loads through multiple servers, and to
enable container service discovery and traffic
management.

812. Contracting State or Contracting Organization in the
territory of which the holder has a real and effective
industrial or commercial establishment
US (United States of America)
842. Legal nature of the holder (legal entity) and State,
and, where applicable, territory within that State where
the legal entity is organized
Corporation, Washington, United States
740. Name and address of the representative
Brian E. Lewis
ROSEN LEWIS, PLLC
120 Lakeside Ave Suite 100
Seattle WA 98122 (US (United States of America))

821. Basic application
US (United States of America), 26.03.2018, 87849778.
531. International Classification of the Figurative Elements
of Marks (Vienna Classification)
VCL (7)
26.01; 27.05; 27.07.

832. Designation(s) under the Madrid Protocol
AG (Antigua and Barbuda), CN (China), IR (Islamic
Republic of Iran), KG (Kyrgyzstan), MD (Republic of
Moldova), TJ (Tajikistan), TR (Turkey), VN (Viet Nam).

571. Description of mark
The mark consists of a circle with the letter f and number
5 inside.

851. Limitation of the list of goods and services
CN (China).
List limited to class 09.

511. The International Classification of Goods and
Services for the Purposes of the Registration of Marks
(Nice Classification) and the list of goods and services
classified according thereto
NCL (11-2018)

851. Limitation of the list of goods and services
TR (Turkey).
List limited to class 42.
270. Language(s) of the application
English

09

580. Date of notification
23.08.2018

Computer software and computer hardware for use
in managing network communications traffic over
the Internet or among networks, data centers, cloud
servers, cloud services, and applications; computer
software and computer hardware for use in
managing, monitoring, securing, analyzing,
accelerating, ensuring availability of, optimizing,
and enhancing network communications traffic
among network applications and devices; computer
hardware and computer software for managing,

1419046
151. Date of the registration
07.12.2017
180. Expected expiration date of the registration/renewal
07.12.2027
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732. Name and address of the holder of the registration
Xiaomi Inc.
Floor 13,
Rainbow City Shopping Mall II
of China Resources,
No. 68 Qinghe Middle Street,
Haidian District
Beijing (CN (China))

No. 53

1419020
151. Date of the registration
03.05.2018
180. Expected expiration date of the registration/renewal
03.05.2028
732. Name and address of the holder of the registration
SELUZ KİMYA KOZMETİK
TİCARET VE SANAYİ ANONİM ŞİRKETİ
Selimpaşa Yeni San. Böl. 6043 Sok. No:6
Selimpaşa Silivri
İstanbul (TR (Turkey))

812. Contracting State or Contracting Organization in the
territory of which the holder has a real and effective
industrial or commercial establishment
CN (China)
842. Legal nature of the holder (legal entity) and State, and,
where applicable, territory within that State where the legal
entity is organized
Incorporation, China

812. Contracting State or Contracting Organization in the
territory of which the holder has a real and effective
industrial or commercial establishment
TR (Turkey)

740. Name and address of the representative
Beijing Sunland Law Firm
31/F, Beijing Silver Tower,
No. 2 Dong San Huan North Road,
Chaoyang District
Beijing (CN (China))

842. Legal nature of the holder (legal entity) and State,
and, where applicable, territory within that State where
the legal entity is organized
JOINT STOCK COMPANY, TURKEY
740. Name and address of the representative
ADRES PATENT MARKA VE FIKRI HAKLAR
DANISMANLIK TICARET LIMITED SIRKETI
Buyukdere Cad. No:62,
Lale ishani Kat: 1,
Mecidiyekoy
TR-34387 ISTANBUL (TR (Turkey))

550. Indication relating to the nature or kind of mark
The words contained in the mark have no meaning
511. The International Classification of Goods and
Services for the Purposes of the Registration of Marks
(Nice Classification) and the list of goods and services
classified according thereto
NCL (11)

531. International Classification of the Figurative Elements
of Marks (Vienna Classification)
VCL (7)
26.04; 29.01.

09
Computers; mobile telephones; headphones;
cameras; surveying apparatus and instruments;
stereoscopes; chips [integrated circuits]; sensors;
video screens; remote control apparatus; theft
prevention installations, electric; chargers for
electric batteries; wires, electric; pedometers;
spectacles; computer software applications,
downloadable; drive recorder; facsimile machines.

591. Information concerning colors claimed
Black and green.
511. The International Classification of Goods and
Services for the Purposes of the Registration of Marks
(Nice Classification) and the list of goods and services
classified according thereto
NCL (11-2018)

821. Basic application
CN (China), 20.09.2017, 26511497.
300. Data relating to priority under the Paris Convention
and other data relating to registration of the mark in the
country of origin
CN (China), 20.09.2017, 26511497.

03
Bleaching and cleaning preparations, detergents
other than for use in manufacturing operations and
for medical purposes, laundry bleach, fabric
softeners for laundry use, stain removers,
dishwasher detergents, perfumery, non-medicated
cosmetics, fragrances, deodorants for personal use
and animals, soaps, dental care preparations,

270. Language(s) of the application
English
580. Date of notification
23.08.2018
23
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whitening preparations, mouth washes, not for
medical purposes, abrasive preparations, emery
cloth, sandpaper, pumice stone, abrasive pastes,
polishing preparations for leather, vinyl, metal and
wood, polishes and creams for leather, vinyl, metal
and wood, wax for polishing, pharmaceutical and
veterinary preparations for medical purposes,
chemical preparations for medical and veterinary
purposes, chemical reagents for pharmaceutical and
veterinary purposes, medicated cosmetics, dietary
supplements for pharmaceutical and veterinary
purposes,
dietary
supplements,
nutritional
supplements, medical preparations for slimming
purposes, food for babies, herbs and herbal
beverages adapted for medicinal purposes, dental
preparations and articles, teeth filling material,
dental impression material, dental adhesives and
material for repairing teeth, sanitary preparations for
medical use, hygienic pads, hygienic tampons,
plasters, materials for dressings, diapers made of
paper and textiles for babies, adults and pets,
preparations for destroying vermin, herbicides,
fungicides, preparations for destroying rodents,
deodorants, other than for human beings or for
animals, air purifying preparations, air deodorising
preparations, disinfectants, antiseptics, detergents
for medical purposes, medicated soaps, disinfectant
soaps, antibacterial hand lotions, enabling
customers to conveniently view and purchase those
goods, such services may be provided by retail
stores, wholesale outlets, by means of electronic
media or through mail order catalogues.

dentifrices, denture polishes, tooth whitening
preparations, mouth washes, not for medical
purposes, abrasive preparations, emery cloth,
sandpaper, pumice stone, abrasive pastes, polishing
preparations for leather, vinyl, metal and wood,
polishes and creams for leather, vinyl, metal and
wood, wax for polishing.
05
Pharmaceutical and veterinary preparations for
medical purposes; chemical preparations for
medical and veterinary purposes, chemical reagents
for pharmaceutical and veterinary purposes,
medicated cosmetics, dietary supplements for
pharmaceutical and veterinary purposes, dietary
supplements, nutritional supplements, medical
preparations for slimming purposes, food for babies,
herbs and herbal beverages adapted for medicinal
purposes, dental preparations and articles, teeth
filling material, dental impression material, dental
adhesives and material for repairing teeth, sanitary
preparations for medical use, hygienic pads,
hygienic tampons, plasters, materials for dressings,
diapers made of paper and textiles for babies, adults
and pets, preparations for destroying vermin,
herbicides, fungicides, preparations for destroying
rodents, deodorants, other than for human beings or
for animals, air purifying preparations, air
deodorising preparations, disinfectants; antiseptics,
detergents for medical purposes, medicated soaps,
disinfectant soaps, antibacterial hand lotions.

821. Basic application
TR (Turkey), 23.01.2018, 2018/06772.

35
Advertising, marketing and public relations,
organization of exhibitions and trade fairs for
commercial or advertising purposes, design of
advertising material, provision of an online
marketplace for buyers and sellers of goods and
services, office functions, secretarial services,
arranging newspaper subscriptions for others,
compilation of statistics, rental of office machines,
systemization of information into computer
databases, telephone answering for unavailable
subscribers, business management, business
administration
and
business
consultancy,
accounting, commercial consultancy services,
personnel recruitment, personnel placement,
employment agencies, import-export agencies,
temporary
personnel
placement
services,
auctioneering, the bringing together, for the benefit
of others, of bleaching and cleaning preparations,
detergents other than for use in manufacturing
operations and for medical purposes, laundry
bleach, fabric softeners for laundry use, stain
removers, dishwasher detergents, perfumery, nonmedicated cosmetics, fragrances, deodorants for
personal use and animals, soaps, dental care
preparations, dentifrices, denture polishes, tooth

300. Data relating to priority under the Paris Convention
and other data relating to registration of the mark in the
country of origin
TR (Turkey), 23.01.2018,2018/06772.
270. Language(s) of the application
English
580. Date of notification
23.08.2018
1419005
151. Date of the registration
18.12.2017
180. Expected expiration date of the registration/renewal
18.12.2027
732. Name and address of the holder of the registration
Assotsiatsiya
"Natsionalniy Koordinatsionniy Tsentr
Obrabotki Tranzaktsiy s Pravami i Objektami
24
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Intellektualnoy Sobstvennosti"
ul. Nobelya, 5,
territoriya Skolkovo
innovatsionnogo tsentra
RU-143026 Moscow (RU (Russian Federation))

No. 53

35
Business management, business administration;
business management relating to legal protection
accounting and commercialization of intellectual
property; commercial information agency services;
business auditing; commercial intermediation
services; commercial intermediation services
relating to management of business operations
relating to intellectual property; business
management assistance; commercial or industrial
management assistance; commercial or industrial
management assistance, namely intangible assets
management assistance of commercial or industrial
enterprises; commercial intermediation services
relation to intellectual property commercialization;
provision of information and advisory services
relating to e-commerce; intermediation services
relating to e-commerce; business intermediary
services relating to preparation, negotiation,
conclusion and execution of transactions regarding
intellectual
property;
computerized
file
management; compilation, systemization, updating
and maintenance of data of information in computer
databases and directories; business intermediary
services relating to the matching of potential private
investors with entrepreneurs needing funding;
business intermediary services relating to the
matching of potential acquirers of intellectual
property; opinion polling; market studies; business
information; business investigations; studies
relating to commercial use of intellectual property;
business research; marketing research; professional
business consultancy; professional business
consultancy relating to commercial use of
intellectual
property;
marketing;
business
management of performing artists; updating and
maintenance of information in registries;
organization of exhibitions for commercial or
advertising purposes; organization of trade fairs for
commercial or advertising purposes; business
appraisals; data search in computer files, databases
and directories for others; providing business
information via a web site; provision of commercial
and business contact information; provision of an
on-line marketplace for buyers and sellers of goods
and services; provision of on-line marketplace for
third parties for concluding commercial transactions
relating to intellectual property; economic
forecasting; sales promotion for others; advertising;
on-line advertising on a computer network;
compilation of statistics; business inquiries;
negotiation of business contracts for others;
negotiation and conclusion of commercial
transactions for third parties; drawing up of
statements of accounts; book-keeping; accounting
consultancy relating to taxation; financial records
management.

813. Contracting State or Contracting Organization in the
territory of which the holder has his domicile
RU (Russian Federation)
842. Legal nature of the holder (legal entity) and State,
and, where applicable, territory within that State where
the legal entity is organized
Association, RU
750. Address for correspondence
VOIS,
attn. Pavlovoy A.V., Spilnik A.A.
ul. Novoslobodskaya, d. 73, str. 1
RU-127055 Moscow (RU (Russian Federation))
740. Name and address of the representative
Spilnik Anastasia Alekseevna
ul. 26-ti Bakinskih komissarov, d. 8,
korp. 3, kv. 185
RU-119526 Moscow (RU (Russian Federation))

550. Indication relating to the nature or kind of mark
The words contained in the mark have no meaning
511. The International Classification of Goods and
Services for the Purposes of the Registration of Marks
(Nice Classification) and the list of goods and services
classified according thereto
NCL (11)
09
Data processing equipment and computers;
software; software and application software for
computers, notebook computers, cellular phones,
smartphones, mobile electronic devices; computer
software for application and database integration;
software and application software for conducting
studies and management relating to intellectual
property; software and application software for
database management and providing access to
databases; software and application software for ecommerce; software allowing users to perform
business transactions via a global computer
network; software for storage, transmission,
listening and viewing audio and video files;
software for statistical analysis and reporting;
downloadable files; electronic publications,
downloadable.
25
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downloadable; providing on-line music, not
downloadable; providing television programs, not
downloadable, via video-on-demand transmission
services; providing films, not downloadable, via
video-on-demand transmission services; cinema
presentations; rental of sound recordings, motion
pictures and videotapes; on-line publication of
electronic books and journals; publication of texts,
other than publicity texts; karaoke services;
recording studio services; production of shows;
movie studio services.

Appraisal of intellectual property; financial
evaluation and analysis; investment, financial
operations relating to intellectual property; financial
arrangement relating to intellectual property;
financial affairs; insurance underwriting; monetary
affairs; financial analysis; financial management;
investment brokerage; art brokerage; financial
services and financial consultancy relating to
taxation; financial planning services relating to
taxation; financial planning and advisory services
relating to investment; investment of funds;
organization of charitable collections; investment
fund management; electronic funds transfer; surety
services; securities brokerage; providing financial
information via a web site; financial sponsorship;
financial management of reimbursement payments
for others; provident fund services; financing
services; capital investment; exchange mediation;
online brokerage relating to financial operations,
financial evaluation, analysis, investment, financial
arrangement and taxation regarding intellectual
property; providing information and consultancy
services relating to the aforementioned services.

42
Design and development of computer hardware and
software; computer system analysis; installation of
computer software; software as a service [SaaS];
software as a service [SaaS] for application and
database integration, database management and
providing access to databases; software as a service
[SaaS] for conducting studies and management
relating to intellectual property; software as a
service [SaaS] for e-commerce; software as a
service [SaaS], enabling users to perform electronic
business transactions via a global computer
network; software as a service [SaaS] for storage,
transmission, listening and viewing audio and video
files; software as a service [SaaS] for statistical
analysis and reporting; maintenance of computer
software; providing search engines for the Internet;
conversion of computer programs and data, other
than physical conversion; computer system design;
rental of web servers; rental of computer software;
hosting computer sites [web sites]; server hosting;
computer software design; creating and designing
website-based indexes of information for others
[information technology services]; computer
programming; off-site data backup; data encryption
services; hosting e-commerce platforms on the
Internet; providing information and consultancy
services relating to the aforementioned services.

38
Telecommunications;
providing
access
to
databases; providing Internet chatrooms; providing
telecommunication channels
for
providing
information about intellectual property; providing
access to e-commerce platforms on the Internet;
message sending; computer aided transmission of
messages and images; transmission of digital files;
providing online forums; radio broadcasting;
wireless broadcasting; television broadcasting;
video-on-demand
and
music-on-demand
transmission; teleconferencing services; streaming
of data.
41
Education; providing of training; entertainment;
sporting and cultural activities; production of music;
providing on-line electronic publications, not
downloadable; organization of public performance
of music; organization of public performance of
motion pictures, video records of stage shows,
entertainment events and shows; production of
television programmes; correspondence courses;
organization of exhibitions for cultural or
educational purposes; providing recreation
facilities; arranging and conducting of colloquiums;
arranging and conducting of congresses; arranging
and conducting of conferences; arranging and
conducting of concerts; arranging and conducting of
workshops [training]; arranging and conducting of
seminars; arranging and conducting of symposiums;
organization of competitions [education or
entertainment]; providing on-line videos, not

45
Legal services; arbitration services; legal research;
monitoring intellectual property rights for legal
advisory
purposes;
intellectual
property
consultancy; licensing of intellectual property; legal
administration of licenses; litigation services;
alternative dispute resolution services; mediation;
copyright and ancillary rights management;
industrial property rights management; intellectual
property rights management; legal administration of
intangible assets; legal services relating to preparing
and concluding of contracts for others; providing
information and consultancy services relating to the
aforementioned services; legal services related to
collective intellectual property rights management.
821. Basic application
RU (Russian Federation), 29.09.2017, 2017740404.
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300. Data relating to priority under the Paris Convention
and other data relating to registration of the mark in the
country of origin
RU (Russian Federation), 29.09.2017, 2017740404.

No. 53

35
Advertising; business management; business
administration; office functions; personnel
recruitment; recruitment services; employment
agency
services;
personnel
management
consultancy; psychological testing for the selection
of personnel; writing of curriculum vitae for others;
human resources management; recruitment
consultancy services; personnel placement;
evaluation of personnel requirements; management
advice relating to the recruitment of staff;
management advice relating to the placement of
staff; assessment of personnel's capacity for a
particular work job or role; business auditing;
business organization consultancy; business
appraisal; marketing; price comparison services.

270. Language(s) of the application
English
580. Date of notification
23.08.2018
1419877
151. Date of the registration
27.12.2017
180. Expected expiration date of the registration/renewal
27.12.2027

36
Insurance; financial affairs; monetary affairs; real
estate affairs; financial management; financial
consultancy; insurance brokerage; mortgage
banking; mutual funds; real estate management;
loans [financing]; issuance of credit cards; banking;
brokerage;
capital
investment;
charitable
fundraising; debt advisory services; corporate
finance; consultancy in the field of private equity
investment; private equity fund investment services;
electronic funds transfer; financial underwriting and
securities issuance (investment banking).

732. Name and address of the holder of the registration
Pearson plc
80 Strand
London WC2R 0RL (GB (United Kingdom))
813. Contracting State or Contracting Organization in the
territory of which the holder has his domicile
GB (United Kingdom)
842. Legal nature of the holder (legal entity) and State, and,
where applicable, territory within that State where the legal
entity is organized
Public Limited Company, , UK, England & Wales

38
Telecommunications; providing Internet chatrooms;
message sending; satellite transmission; streaming
of data; cable television broadcasting; providing
telecommunications connections to a global
computer network; television broadcasting; video
on demand transmission; wireless communication;
wireless broadcasting; stream data transmission;
streaming of audio, visual and audiovisual material
via a global computer network; electronic
transmission and streaming of digital media content
for others via global and local computer networks;
video-on-demand
transmission
services;
broadcasting of radio and television programmes;
broadcasting of video and audio programming over
the Internet; broadcasting services and provision of
telecommunication access to video and audio
content provided via a video-on-demand service via
the Internet; telecommunication services, namely,
transmission of voice, data, graphics, images, audio
and video by means of telecommunications
networks, wireless communication networks, and
the Internet; telecommunication services, namely,
transmission of podcasts; streaming of audio and
video via the Internet featuring music, movies,
news, and sports; streaming of television shows and
movies via the Internet; broadcasting of radio and

750. Address for correspondence
Pearson plc
Paul W. Mussell, Esq,
Pearson - Legal Department,
5601 Green Valley Drive
Bloomington MN 55437 (US (United States of America))

531. International Classification of the Figurative Elements
of Marks (Vienna Classification)
VCL (7)
24.17; 26.01; 27.05.
511. The International Classification of Goods and
Services for the Purposes of the Registration of Marks
(Nice Classification) and the list of goods and services
classified according thereto
NCL (11)
27
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591. Information concerning colors claimed
Bright Green, Bright Blue and Dark Blue.

television programmes; subscription television
broadcasting.

511. The International Classification of Goods and
Services for the Purposes of the Registration of Marks
(Nice Classification) and the list of goods and services
classified according thereto
NCL (11)

821. Basic application
GB (United Kingdom), 14.09.2017, UK00003256744.
300. Data relating to priority under the Paris Convention
and other data relating to registration of the mark in the
country of origin
GB (United Kingdom), 14.09.2017, UK00003256744.

01
Chemicals used in industry, science and
photography, as well as in agriculture, horticulture
and forestry; unprocessed artificial resins,
unprocessed plastics; manures; fire extinguishing
compositions;
tempering
and
soldering
preparations; chemical substances for preserving
foodstuffs; tanning substances; adhesives used in
industry; growing media, fertilisers and chemicals
for use in agriculture, horticulture and forestry;
chemicals for use in aquaculture; chemical
preparations for the treatment of seeds; chemical
substances, chemical materials and chemical
preparations, and natural fertilisers; plant growth
regulating preparations.

270. Language(s) of the application
English
580. Date of notification
23.08.2018
1419536
151. Date of the registration
21.12.2017
180. Expected expiration date of the registration/renewal
21.12.2027
732. Name and address of the holder of the registration
Bayer Aktiengesellschaft
Kaiser-Wilhelm-Allee
51373 Leverkusen (DE (Germany))

03
Bleaching preparations and other substances for
laundry use; cleaning, polishing, scouring and
abrasive preparations; non-medicated soaps;
perfumery,
essential
oils,
non-medicated
cosmetics, non-medicated hair lotions; nonmedicated dentifrices.

812. Contracting State or Contracting Organization in the
territory of which the holder has a real and effective
industrial or commercial establishment
DE (Germany)
842. Legal nature of the holder (legal entity) and State,
and, where applicable, territory within that State where
the legal entity is organized
Joint Stock Company, DE

05
Medical preparations; veterinary preparations;
pharmaceutical preparations; pharmaceuticals and
natural remedies; dietary supplements and dietetic
preparations; dietary supplements for humans and
animals; dietetic food and substances adapted for
medical or veterinary use, food for babies; sanitary
preparations and articles; disinfectants and
antiseptics; preparations for destroying vermin;
fungicides; herbicides; medicated and sanitising
soaps and detergents; medical dressings, coverings
and applicators; pest control preparations and
articles; plasters, materials for dressings; material
for stopping teeth, dental wax.

750. Address for correspondence
Bayer Intellectual Property GmbH
Corporate Trademarks,
Alfred-Nobel-Str. 10
40789 Monheim arn Rhein (DE (Germany))

09
Scientific, nautical, surveying, photographic,
cinematographic, optical, weighing, measuring,
signaling, checking (supervision), life- saving and
teaching apparatus and instruments; recorded
content; magnetic data carriers, recording discs;
software; computer software; application software;
information technology and audio-visual,
multimedia and photographic devices; apparatus

531. International Classification of the Figurative
Elements of Marks (Vienna Classification)
VCL (7)
24.13; 26.01; 27.05; 29.01.
550. Indication relating to the nature or kind of mark
The words contained in the mark have no meaning
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sound or images; optical devices, enhancers and
correctors; scientific research and laboratory
apparatus, educational apparatus and simulators;
data processing equipment; computers.
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42
Scientific and technological services and research
and design relating thereto; industrial analysis and
research services; design and development of
computer hardware and software; science and
technology services; information technology [IT]
consulting services; software development,
programming and implementation; software
research; design, development and implementation
of software.

10
Surgical, medical, dental and veterinary apparatus
and instruments; medical and veterinary apparatus
and instruments; prosthetics and artificial implants;
artificial limbs, eyes and teeth; orthopedic articles;
orthopedic and mobility aids; therapeutic and
assistive devices adapted for the disabled; physical
therapy equipment; massage apparatus; apparatus,
devices and articles for nursing infants.

44
Medical services; veterinary services; hygienic and
beauty care for human beings; hygienic and beauty
care for animals; agriculture, aquaculture,
horticulture and forestry services; human healthcare
services; animal healthcare services.

31
Raw and unprocessed agricultural, aquacultural,
horticultural and forestry products; raw and
unprocessed grains and seeds; fresh fruits and
vegetables, fresh herbs; natural plants and flowers;
bulbs, seedlings and seeds for planting; foodstuffs
and beverages for animals; agricultural and
aquacultural crops, horticulture and forestry
products; foodstuffs and fodder for animals; fodder;
animal foodstuffs.

822. Basic registration
DE (Germany), 20.12.2017, 30 2017 028 738.
300. Data relating to priority under the Paris Convention
and other data relating to registration of the mark in the
country of origin
DE (Germany), 09.11.2017,30 2017 028 738.
270. Language(s) of the application
English

35
Advertising,
marketing
and
promotional
consultancy, advisory and assistance services;
business administration; business management;
business advice; business consulting; business
assistance, management and administrative
services; business analysis, research and
information services; advertising and promotion
services and related consulting; provision of an online marketplace for buyers and sellers of goods and
services; sales promotions for others; retail and
wholesale services in relation to medical
preparations,
veterinary
preparations,
pharmaceutical preparations, pharmaceuticals and
natural remedies, dietary supplements and dietetic
preparations, dietary supplements for humans and
animals, dietetic food and substances adapted for
medical or veterinary use, food for babies, sanitary
preparations and articles, disinfectants and
antiseptics, preparations for destroying vermin,
fungicides, herbicides, medicated and sanitising
soaps and detergents, medical dressings, coverings
and applicators, pest control preparations and
articles, plasters, materials for dressings, material
for stopping teeth, dental wax.

580. Date of notification
23.08.2018

Education; providing of training; entertainment;
sporting and cultural activities; publishing and
reporting; entertainment, education and instruction
services.

842. Legal nature of the holder (legal entity) and State,
and, where applicable, territory within that State where
the legal entity is organized
CORPORATION, CHINA

1420373
151. Date of the registration
19.03.2018
180. Expected expiration date of the registration/renewal
19.03.2028
732. Name and address of the holder of the registration
WEICHAI POWER CO., LTD.
197, Section A,
Fu Shou East Street,
High Technology Industrial
Development Zone,
Weifang
261061 Shandong (CN (China))
812. Contracting State or Contracting Organization in the
territory of which the holder has a real and effective
industrial or commercial establishment
CN (China)

41
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740. Name and address of the representative
QIANHUI IP ATTORNEYS
20F, Building 1,
Zhongrun Century Center,
No. 12111, Jingshi Road,
Jinan City
250014 Shandong Province (CN (China))
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37
Building construction supervision; construction;
mining extraction; upholstering; heating equipment
installation and repair; machinery installation,
maintenance and repair; motor vehicle maintenance
and repair; shipbuilding; painting services;
vulcanization of tires [repair].
822. Basic registration
CN (China), 21.08.2016, 17156480.

531. International Classification of the Figurative Elements
of Marks (Vienna Classification)
VCL (7)
27.05.

822. Basic registration
CN (China), 07.08.2016, 17156777.
822. Basic registration
CN (China), 28.08.2016, 17157070.

550. Indication relating to the nature or kind of mark
The words contained in the mark have no meaning

822. Basic registration
CN (China), 21.08.2016, 17157268.

571. Description of mark
The mark is composed of stylized Latin characters of
"WEICHAI"; while the whole mark has no meaning.

270. Language(s) of the application
English

511. The International Classification of Goods and
Services for the Purposes of the Registration of Marks
(Nice Classification) and the list of goods and services
classified according thereto
NCL (11)

580. Date of notification
30.08.2018
1405459
732. Name and address of the holder of the registration
F. Hoffmann-La Roche AG
Grenzacherstrasse 124
Basel (CH (Switzerland))

04
Lubricating oil; industrial oil; motor oil; gear oil;
fuel; mineral fuel; industrial wax; candles; dust
removing preparations; electricity.

812. Contracting State or Contracting Organization in the
territory of which the holder has a real and effective
industrial or commercial establishment
CH (Switzerland)

07
Hydraulic controls for machines, motors and
engines; hydraulic pressure coupling ware; steam
engines; agricultural machines; net hauling
machines
[fishing];
elevating
apparatus;
metalworking machines; foundry machines; igniting
devices for internal combustion engines; fuel
conversion apparatus for internal combustion
engines; internal combustion engine; generators of
electricity; pistons [parts of machines or engines];
pumps [parts of machines, engines or motors];
bearings [parts of machines]; transmissions for
machines; bulldozers; hydroelectric power
generating equipment; electron industry equipment;
extractors for mines.

842. Legal nature of the holder (legal entity) and State, and,
where applicable, territory within that State where the legal
entity is organized
Aktiengesellschaft, Suisse
POLIVY
541. Reproduction of the mark where the mark is
represented in standard characters
511. International Classification of Goods and Services for
the Purposes of the Registration of Marks (Nice
Classification) - NCL(11-2018)

12
Lorries; vehicle wheel tires; boats; aerial conveyors;
electric vehicles; vehicles for locomotion by land,
air, water or rail; engines for land vehicles; driving
motors for land vehicles; transmissions, for land
vehicles; transmission shafts for land vehicles;
yachts; brake shoes for vehicles.

05
Pharmaceutical preparations.
822. Basic registration
CH, 03.04.2018, 715023
30
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300. Data relating to priority under the Paris Convention
and other data relating to registration of the mark in the
country of origin
CH (Switzerland), 03.04.2018, 715023.
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270. Language(s) of the application
English
580. Date of notification
30.08.2018

891. Date of subsequent designation
15.08.2018

1420398
151. Date of the registration
11.07.2018

580. Date of notification
30.08.2018

180. Expected expiration date of the registration/renewal
11.07.2028

1420466
151. Date of the registration
11.07.2018

732. Name and address of the holder of the registration
Celebrity Cruises Inc.
1050 Caribbean Way
Miami FL 33132 (US (United States of America))

180. Expected expiration date of the registration/renewal
11.07.2028
732. Name and address of the holder of the registration
Celebrity Cruises Inc.
1050 Caribbean Way
Miami FL 33132 (US (United States of America))

812. Contracting State or Contracting Organization in the
territory of which the holder has a real and effective
industrial or commercial establishment
US (United States of America)

812. Contracting State or Contracting Organization in the
territory of which the holder has a real and effective
industrial or commercial establishment
US (United States of America)

842. Legal nature of the holder (legal entity) and State, and,
where applicable, territory within that State where the legal
entity is organized
Corporation, Liberia

842. Legal nature of the holder (legal entity) and State, and,
where applicable, territory within that State where the legal
entity is organized
CORPORATION, Liberia

740. Name and address of the representative
Peter A. Chiabotti
Akerman LLP
777 South Flagler Drive,
Suite 1100, West Tower
West Palm Beach FL 33401 (US (United States of
America))

740. Name and address of the representative
Peter A. Chiabotti
Akerman LLP
P.O. Box 3188
West Palm Beach FL 33402-3188 (US (United States of
America))

541. Reproduction of the mark where the mark is
represented in standard characters
511. The International Classification of Goods and
Services for the Purposes of the Registration of Marks
(Nice Classification) and the list of goods and services
classified according thereto
NCL (11-2018)

541. Reproduction of the mark where the mark is
represented in standard characters
511. The International Classification of Goods and
Services for the Purposes of the Registration of Marks
(Nice Classification) and the list of goods and services
classified according thereto
NCL (11-2018)

39
Cruise ship services; arranging and conducting
cruises for others; transport of passengers.
821. Basic application
US (United States of America), 21.11.2016, 87244059.

39
Cruise ship services; arranging and conducting
cruises for others; transport of passengers.

270. Language(s) of the application
English

821. Basic application
US (United States of America), 25.05.2016, 87048980.

580. Date of notification
30.08.2018
31
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List limited to:

732. Name and address of the holder of the registration
Beiersdorf AG
Unnastrasse 48
Hamburg (DE (Germany))

03
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Cosmetic products, particularly mouth, skin, hair
and tooth care products in the form of tinctures,
extracts, powders, pastilles, tablets, pills, soaps,
ointments, pastes, essential oils.

811. Contracting State of which the holder is a national
DT (Germany (without the territory that prior to October 3,
1990, constituted the German Democratic Republic))

891. Date of subsequent designation
31.07.2018

842. Legal nature of the holder (legal entity) and State, and,
where applicable, territory within that State where the legal
entity is organized
Joint-Stock Company, Germany

580. Date of notification
30.08.2018

LABELLO
511. International Classification of Goods and Services
for the Purposes of the Registration of Marks (Nice
Classification)

1420565

01

180. Expected expiration date of the registration/renewal
01.08.2028

151. Date of the registration
01.08.2018

Preserving products.

732. Name and address of the holder of the registration
Janssen Pharmaceutica NV
Turnhouseweg 30
B-2340 BEERSE (BE (Belgium))

03
Remedies for human medical and veterinary
purposes, namely soaps and essential oils; sanitary
products and cosmetic products, particularly mouth,
skin, hair and tooth care products in the form of
tinctures, extracts, powders, pastilles, tablets, pills,
soaps, ointments, pastes, essential oils.

812. Contracting State or Contracting Organization in the
territory of which the holder has a real and effective
industrial or commercial establishment
BX (Benelux)

05
Chemicals for pharmaceutical purposes, remedies
for human medical and veterinary purposes,
particularly tinctures, extracts, powders, pastilles,
tablets, pills, plasters, ointments, pastes; sanitary
products, particularly mouth, skin and tooth care
products in the form of tinctures, extracts, powders,
pastilles, tablets, pills, plasters, ointments, pastes,
surgical dressings, plasters, disinfectants.

740. Name and address of the representative
Novagraaf Nederland B.V.
Hoogoorddreef 5
NL-1101 BA Amsterdam (NL (Netherlands))

541. Reproduction of the mark where the mark is
represented in standard characters

821. Basic application
DT, 27.07.1906

550. Indication relating to the nature or kind of mark
The words contained in the mark have no meaning

822. Basic registration
DT, 24.06.1956, 96 248

511. The International Classification of Goods and
Services for the Purposes of the Registration of Marks
(Nice Classification) and the list of goods and services
classified according thereto
NCL (11-2018)

832. Designation(s) under the Madrid Protocol
AG (Antigua and Barbuda), KR (Republic of Korea), MG
(Madagascar), ST (Sao Tome and Principe).
834. Designation(s) under the Madrid Protocol by virtue
of Article 9sexies
SZ (Eswatini).

05
Human pharmaceutical preparations.
821. Basic application
BX (Benelux), 27.07.2018, 01379224.

851. Limitation of the list of goods and services
AG (Antigua and Barbuda), KR (Republic of Korea), MG
(Madagascar), ST (Sao Tome and Principe), SZ
(Eswatini).

822. Basic registration
BX (Benelux), 31.07.2018, 1036441.
32
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300. Data relating to priority under the Paris Convention
and other data relating to registration of the mark in the
country of origin
BX (Benelux), 27.07.2018, 1379224.

No. 53

research services; design and development of
computer hardware and software; research relating
to medicine; scientific investigations for medical
purposes; provision of information and data relating
to medical research and development; advise,
consultancy and information for the aforesaid
services, included in this class.

270. Language(s) of the application
English
580. Date of notification
30.08.2018

44
Medical services; veterinary services; hygienic and
beauty care for human beings or animals;
agriculture, horticulture and forestry services;
medical examinations; services of a doctor; services
of a radiologist; services of a radiology practice;
medical consultations; medical screening; medical
analysis services for cancer diagnosis and
prognosis; medical analysis for the diagnosis and
treatment of persons; medical diagnostic services
(carrying out tests and analysis); x-ray examinations
for medical purposes; advise, consultancy and
information for the aforesaid services, included in
this class; medical analysis services relating to the
treatment of persons provided by a medical
laboratory.

1420923
151. Date of the registration
25.06.2018
180. Expected expiration date of the registration/renewal
25.06.2028
732. Name and address of the holder of the registration
Ranova GbR (vertretungsberechtigter
Gesellschafter:
Dr. Bertram Braun, 59199 Bönen)
Holbeinstraße 10a
59423 Unna (DE (Germany))

822. Basic registration
DE (Germany), 02.03.2018, 30 2018 100 593.

812. Contracting State or Contracting Organization in the
territory of which the holder has a real and effective
industrial or commercial establishment
DE (Germany)

300. Data relating to priority under the Paris Convention
and other data relating to registration of the mark in the
country of origin
DE (Germany), 19.01.2018,30 2018 100 593.

842. Legal nature of the holder (legal entity) and State,
and, where applicable, territory within that State where
the legal entity is organized
GbR, DE

270. Language(s) of the application
English
580. Date of notification
06.09.2018

740. Name and address of the representative
Stippl Patentanwälte
Freiligrathstraße 7a
90482 Nürnberg (DE (Germany))

1421419
151. Date of the registration
01.06.2018
180. Expected expiration date of the registration/renewal
01.06.2028

541. Reproduction of the mark where the mark is
represented in standard characters
550. Indication relating to the nature or kind of mark
The words contained in the mark have no meaning

732. Name and address of the holder of the registration
Carl Zeiss Meditec AG
Göschwitzer Straße 51-52
07745 Jena (DE (Germany))

511. The International Classification of Goods and
Services for the Purposes of the Registration of Marks
(Nice Classification) and the list of goods and services
classified according thereto
NCL (11-2018)

812. Contracting State or Contracting Organization in the
territory of which the holder has a real and effective
industrial or commercial establishment
DE (Germany)
842. Legal nature of the holder (legal entity) and State, and,
where applicable, territory within that State where the legal
entity is organized
AG, DE

42
Scientific and technological services and research
and design relating thereto; industrial analysis and
33
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750. Address for correspondence
Carl Zeiss AG
Corporate Legal and Patents
Trademarks
Carl-Zeiss-Straße 22
73447 Oberkochen (DE (Germany))
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740. Name and address of the representative
Novagraaf Nederland B.V.
Hoogoorddreef 5
NL-1101 BA Amsterdam (NL (Netherlands))

541. Reproduction of the mark where the mark is
represented in standard characters

541. Reproduction of the mark where the mark is
represented in standard characters

550. Indication relating to the nature or kind of mark
The words contained in the mark have no meaning

511. The International Classification of Goods and
Services for the Purposes of the Registration of Marks
(Nice Classification) and the list of goods and services
classified according thereto
NCL (11-2018)

511. The International Classification of Goods and
Services for the Purposes of the Registration of Marks
(Nice Classification) and the list of goods and services
classified according thereto
NCL (11-2018)

09
Optical apparatus and instruments; surgical
microscopes and parts thereof.

05
Human pharmaceutical preparations.

822. Basic registration
DE (Germany), 18.05.2018, 30 2018 011 715.

821. Basic application
BX (Benelux) ,01.08.2018, 1379413.

300. Data relating to priority under the Paris Convention
and other data relating to registration of the mark in the
country of origin
DE (Germany), 08.05.2018,30 2018 011 715.

822. Basic registration
BX (Benelux), 02.08.2018, 1036558.

270. Language(s) of the application
English

300. Data relating to priority under the Paris Convention
and other data relating to registration of the mark in the
country of origin
BX (Benelux), 01.08.2018,1379413.

580. Date of notification
06.09.2018

270. Language(s) of the application
English

1421420
151. Date of the registration
08.08.2018

580. Date of notification
06.09.2018

180. Expected expiration date of the registration/renewal
08.08.2028

1421074

732. Name and address of the holder of the registration
Janssen Pharmaceutica NV
Turnhoutseweg 30
Beerse
B-2340 (BE (Belgium))

151. Date of the registration
18.06.2018

812. Contracting State or Contracting Organization in the
territory of which the holder has a real and effective
industrial or commercial establishment
BX (Benelux)

732. Name and address of the holder of the registration
Bank of America Corporation
100 North Tryon Street
Charlotte NC 29255 (US (United States of America))

842. Legal nature of the holder (legal entity) and State, and,
where applicable, territory within that State where the legal
entity is organized
Naamloze Vennootschap

812. Contracting State or Contracting Organization in the
territory of which the holder has a real and effective
industrial or commercial establishment
US (United States of America)

180. Expected expiration date of the registration/renewal
18.06.2028
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732. Name and address of the holder of the registration
Jean Gurunlian
Southern Oceana,
Apartment 302
Palm Jumeirah
Dubai (AE (United Arab Emirates))

842. Legal nature of the holder (legal entity) and State, and,
where applicable, territory within that State where the legal
entity is organized
CORPORATION, Delaware, United States
740. Name and address of the representative
Jill K. Tomlinson
KILPATRICK TOWNSEND & STOCKTON LLP
1114 Avenue of the Americas
New York NY 10036 (US (United States of America))

811. Contracting State of which the holder is a national
CH (Switzerland)
841. State of which the holder is a national
CH (Switzerland)

541. Reproduction of the mark where the mark is
represented in standard characters

541. Reproduction of the mark where the mark is
represented in standard characters
511. The International Classification of Goods and
Services for the Purposes of the Registration of Marks
(Nice Classification) and the list of goods and services
classified according thereto
NCL (11-2018)

511. The International Classification of Goods and
Services for the Purposes of the Registration of Marks
(Nice Classification) and the list of goods and services
classified according thereto
NCL (11-2018)

42

36

Scientific and technological services as well as
research and design services relating thereto;
industrial analysis and research services; design and
development of computers and software; provision
of learning software intended for companies and
information services relating thereto.

Banking and related financial services; investment
banking and advisory services; securities
underwriting, trading and brokering; trading of
securities, shares, foreign exchange, commodities,
options and other derivative products for others;
financial portfolio management services; financial
investment research services; financial investment
and advisory services; and financial information and
services provided online from a computer database
or global computer network.

822. Basic registration
CH (Switzerland), 12.02.2018, 717888.
300. Data relating to priority under the Paris Convention
and other data relating to registration of the mark in the
country of origin
CH (Switzerland), 12.02.2018, 717888.

42
Providing temporary use of on-line nondownloadable computer software for accessing
financial information and services through an online
global computer network.

270. Language(s) of the application
French
580. Date of notification
06.09.2018

821. Basic application
US (United States of America), 18.12.2009, 77897273.

1421322

822. Basic registration
US (United States of America), 11.10.2011, 4036776.

151. Date of the registration
12.07.2018

270. Language(s) of the application
English

180. Expected expiration date of the registration/renewal
12.07.2028

580. Date of notification
06.09.2018

732. Name and address of the holder of the registration
Bank of America Corporation
100 North Tryon Street
Charlotte NC 28255 (US (United States of America))

1421303
151. Date of the registration
18.06.2018

812. Contracting State or Contracting Organization in the
territory of which the holder has a real and effective
industrial or commercial establishment
US (United States of America)

180. Expected expiration date of the registration/renewal
18.06.2028
35
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842. Legal nature of the holder (legal entity) and State,
and, where applicable, territory within that State where
the legal entity is organized
CORPORATION, Delaware, United States

842. Legal nature of the holder (legal entity) and State, and,
where applicable, territory within that State where the legal
entity is organized
Corporation, California, United States

740. Name and address of the representative
Jill K. Tomlinson
Kilpatrick Townsend & Stockton LLP
1114 Avenue of the Americas
New York NY 10036-7703 (US (United States of
America))

740. Name and address of the representative
Thomas R. La Perle
Apple Inc.
One Apple Park Way,
MS 169-3IPL
Cupertino CA 95014 (US (United States of America))

541. Reproduction of the mark where the mark is
represented in standard characters

541. Reproduction of the mark where the mark is
represented in standard characters

511. The International Classification of Goods and
Services for the Purposes of the Registration of Marks
(Nice Classification) and the list of goods and services
classified according thereto
NCL (11-2018)

511. The International Classification of Goods and
Services for the Purposes of the Registration of Marks
(Nice Classification) and the list of goods and services
classified according thereto
NCL (11-2018)

36

09
Computer software for creating and recording
music; computer software for sound mixing and
synthesizing; computer software for digital audio
production, processing, and editing; computer
software for control and customization of audio
effects.

Financial research; financial information; financial
analysis; financial advice; financial planning;
financial consultation; financial management;
investment brokerage; investment consultation;
investment management; investment advice; mutual
fund investment; banking services; credit card and
debit card services; trading of securities, shares,
foreign exchange, commodities, options and other
derivative products for others; financial planning for
retirement; financial information and services
provided online from a computer database or global
computer network.

821. Basic application
US (United States of America), 13.06.2018, 87960975.
300. Data relating to priority under the Paris Convention
and other data relating to registration of the mark in the
country of origin
JM (Jamaica), 15.12.2017,73972.

821. Basic application
US (United States of America), 11.07.2018, 88032937.

270. Language(s) of the application
English

270. Language(s) of the application
English

580. Date of notification
06.09.2018

580. Date of notification
06.09.2018

1421131

1420896

151. Date of the registration
20.06.2018

151. Date of the registration
15.06.2018

180. Expected expiration date of the registration/renewal
20.06.2028

180. Expected expiration date of the registration/renewal
15.06.2028

732. Name and address of the holder of the registration
DYNAMIC COLOR INC.
PO Box 21083, FT.
Lauderdale FL 33335 (US (United States of America))

732. Name and address of the holder of the registration
Apple Inc.
One Apple Park Way
Cupertino CA 95014 (US (United States of America))

812. Contracting State or Contracting Organization in the
territory of which the holder has a real and effective
industrial or commercial establishment
US (United States of America)

811. Contracting State of which the holder is a national
US (United States of America)
36
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842. Legal nature of the holder (legal entity) and State, and,
where applicable, territory within that State where the legal
entity is organized
Corporation, Florida, United States
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Dameisha, Yantian District,
Shenzhen
Guangdong Province (CN (China))
812. Contracting State or Contracting Organization in the
territory of which the holder has a real and effective
industrial or commercial establishment
CN (China)

740. Name and address of the representative
Mitchell Kass
200 Park Avenue S
Pompano Beach FL 33305 (US (United States of
America))

842. Legal nature of the holder (legal entity) and State, and,
where applicable, territory within that State where the legal
entity is organized
Corporation, P.R. CHINA
740. Name and address of the representative
BOSS & YOUNG
PATENT AND TRADEMARK LAW OFFICE
5/F., Tower A,
GT International Center,
Jia 3 Yongandongli,
Jianguomenwai Ave.,
Chaoyang District
100022 Beijing (CN (China))

531. International Classification of the Figurative Elements
of Marks (Vienna Classification)
VCL (7)
27.01.
571. Description of mark
The mark consists of the word "DYNAMIC" in stylized
lettering above the words "COLOR CO." in stylized
lettering.
526. Disclaimer
"COLOR CO."
511. The International Classification of Goods and
Services for the Purposes of the Registration of Marks
(Nice Classification) and the list of goods and services
classified according thereto
NCL (11-2018)

531. International Classification of the Figurative Elements
of Marks (Vienna Classification)
VCL (7)
28.03.

02

550. Indication relating to the nature or kind of mark
The words contained in the mark have no meaning

Tattoo color pigments; tattoo colors.

561. Transliteration of the mark
The non-Latin characters in the mark transliterate to
"Vanke" and this is a fanciful word bearing no meaning in
English.

821. Basic application
US (United States of America), 01.05.2013, 85907428.
822. Basic registration
US (United States of America), 31.12.2013, 4458183.

580. Date of notification
06.09.2018

511. The International Classification of Goods and
Services for the Purposes of the Registration of Marks
(Nice Classification) and the list of goods and services
classified according thereto
NCL (11-2018)

1421549

36

270. Language(s) of the application
English

Commercial housing sales; rental of real estate; real
estate agency services; real estate appraisal; real
estate management; apartment house management;
rental of apartments; accommodation bureau
services [apartments]; rental of offices [real estate];
rental of farms; fiduciary; trusteeship; deposits of
valuables;
insurance
underwriting;
capital
investment; art appraisal; lending against security;
brokerage; charitable fund raising.

151. Date of the registration
07.06.2018
180. Expected expiration date of the registration/renewal
07.06.2028
732. Name and address of the holder of the registration
CHINA VANKE CO., LTD.
Vanke Center, No. 33 Huanmei Road,
37
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Commercial housing construction; construction;
underwater construction; demolition of buildings;
warehouse construction and repair; factory
construction; masonry; building of fair stalls and
shops; cleaning of buildings [interior]; upholstery
repair; chimney sweeping; vehicle washing; vehicle
polishing; anti-rust treatment for vehicles; vehicle
service stations [refuelling and maintenance];
vehicle breakdown repair services; painting or
repair of signs; window cleaning; upholstering;
painting, interior and exterior; cleaning of buildings
[exterior surface]; roofing services; street cleaning;
elevator installation and repair; motor vehicle
maintenance and repair; vehicle lubrication
[greasing]; vehicle cleaning; electric appliance
installation and repair.

541. Reproduction of the mark where the mark is
represented in standard characters
550. Indication relating to the nature or kind of mark
The words contained in the mark have no meaning
511. The International Classification of Goods and
Services for the Purposes of the Registration of Marks
(Nice Classification) and the list of goods and services
classified according thereto
NCL (11)
09
Measures, namely, carpenters' rules, marking gauge
for joinery purposes, angle gauges, vernier calipers;
micrometers gauges; tripods for cameras; surveying
apparatus and instruments, namely, laser levels,
surveyors' levels, line lasers, laser rangefinders,
laser direction instruments, bevels, levels, distance
measuring apparatus, altimeters, clinometers;
electric wires; electric cables; armatures for use in
electrical apparatus; protection devices for personal
use against accidents namely, protective helmets,
protective masks, safety belts other than for vehicle
seat and sports equipments, dust protective goggles
and masks, safety goggles, clothing for protection
against accidents, irradiation and fire; eyeglasses;
electric accumulators; battery chargers.

821. Basic application
CN (China), 25.12.2017, 28300937.
821. Basic application
CN (China), 25.12.2017, 28288952.
270. Language(s) of the application
English
580. Date of notification
06.09.2018
1421565
151. Date of the registration
06.06.2018

821. Basic application
CN (China) ,03.03.2017, 23010585.

180. Expected expiration date of the registration/renewal
06.06.2028

270. Language(s) of the application
English

732. Name and address of the holder of the registration
JIANGSU DONGCHENG
POWER TOOLS CO., LTD.
Tianfen Town,
Qidong City
226244 Jiangsu (CN (China))

580. Date of notification
06.09.2018
1421594
151. Date of the registration
19.12.2017

812. Contracting State or Contracting Organization in the
territory of which the holder has a real and effective
industrial or commercial establishment
CN (China)

180. Expected expiration date of the registration/renewal
19.12.2027

842. Legal nature of the holder (legal entity) and State, and,
where applicable, territory within that State where the legal
entity is organized
CORPORATION, CHINA

732. Name and address of the holder of the registration
Motorola Trademark Holdings, LLC
222 W. Merchandise Mart Plaza Suite 1800
Chicago ILL 60654 (US (United States of America))

740. Name and address of the representative
NANTONG MYOUNG TRADEMARK AGENCY
123Hao, Qingnianxilu,
Nantong
226006 Jiangsu (CN (China))

812. Contracting State or Contracting Organization in the
territory of which the holder has a real and effective
industrial or commercial establishment
DE (Germany)
38
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842. Legal nature of the holder (legal entity) and State, and,
where applicable, territory within that State where the legal
entity is organized
LLC (Limited Liability Company), US

No. 53

phones; earbuds; virtual reality hardware; virtual
reality headsets; virtual reality software; 3D
spectacles; wearable fitness trackers; cases for smart
phones; cases for computers; covers for smart
phones; covers for tablet computers; mobile phone
display screen protectors in the nature of films;
batteries, electric; battery chargers; accumulators,
power packs [batteries]; computer operating
software; computer software, recorded; computer
software applications, downloadable; computer
programs [downloadable software]; software and
software applications for mobile devices; remote
control apparatus for opening and closing vehicle
doors; computerized vehicle engine analyzers;
digital video players for car; dashboard cameras;
rearview cameras for vehicles; navigation apparatus
for vehicles [on-board computers]; tire pressure
gauges; automatic indicators of low pressure in
vehicle tires; vehicle radios; hands- free kits for
telephones; cameras [photography]; loudspeakers;
portable electronic wireless speakers; wireless
charging units for mobile phones for use with
wireless charging pads; wireless charging pads;
dashboard mounts for mobile phones; MP3 players,
MP4 players; digital video disc players, digital
video players; digital video recorders; television
apparatus; television decoders; video projectors;
power adapters; charging appliances for
rechargeable equipment; solar panels for the
production of electricity; voltage surge protectors;
power strips with movable sockets; electrical power
extension cords; audio-video (AV) cords; cables,
electric; connectors [electricity]; USB cables,
HDMI cables; ethernet and audio cables and
connectors; electronic adapters; wireless controllers
for remotely monitoring and controlling the function
and status of other electrical, electronic, and
mechanical devices or systems; control panels
[electricity]; joysticks for use with computers, other
than for video games; baby monitors; scales; pet
monitors; electronic collars to train animals;
wireless pet fencing system consisting of a wireless
transmitter and an electronic collar to train animals;
monitoring apparatus, electric; slatted blind controls
[electric]; remote controllers for controlling
electronic products; remote controls for window
shades; measuring apparatus, namely, particle
counters, CO2 detectors and smoke detectors; fire
alarms; thermostats; barometers; hygrometers;
temperature monitors and sensors; water leakage
detection alarms; digital weather stations; digital
thermometers, not for medical purposes; locks,
electric; lighting control apparatus; light dimmers
[regulators], electric; doorbell cameras; door and
window sensors; motion sensors; acoustic [sound]
alarms; security alarms; satellite navigational
apparatus; navigational instruments; directional

740. Name and address of the representative
Brandstock Legal
Rechtsanwaltsgesellschaft mbH
Rückertstraße 1
80336 München (DE (Germany))

541. Reproduction of the mark where the mark is
represented in standard characters
550. Indication relating to the nature or kind of mark
The words contained in the mark have no meaning
511. The International Classification of Goods and
Services for the Purposes of the Registration of Marks
(Nice Classification) and the list of goods and services
classified according thereto
NCL (11)
09
Scientific, nautical, surveying, photographic,
cinematographic, optical, weighing, measuring,
signalling, checking (supervision), life-saving and
teaching apparatus and instruments; apparatus and
instruments
for
conducting,
switching,
transforming,
accumulating,
regulating
or
controlling electricity; apparatus for recording,
transmission or reproduction of sound or images;
magnetic data carriers, recording discs; compact
discs, DVDs and other digital recording media;
calculating machines, data processing equipment;
mobile phones; cell phones; smart phones; cordless
telephones; smart watches; wireless communication
devices; computer apparatus; tablet computers;
laptop computers; computer work stations
[hardware]; mobile workstations; computer
modems; universal serial bus [USB] modems; cable
modems; computer servers; network routers;
computer network hubs; external computer hard
drives; electrical adapters; devices providing access
to internet gateways; data storage devices, namely,
flash drives, Secure Digital (SD) memory cards;
keyboards [computers]; mouse [computers];
computer docking stations; scanners [data
processing equipment]; 3D scanners; headphones;
devices for streaming media content over local
wireless networks, namely, media streaming boxes
and media streaming sticks; speakerphones;
headsets for telephones; wireless headsets; mobile
phone base stations; docking stations for mobile
39
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compasses; GPS navigation devices; GPS tracking
and location devices; beacons, luminous; digital
binoculars; digital photo frames; body worn
cameras; body worn camera accessories namely
connecting cables, vest mounts, camera straps,
windshield mounts, micro-usb chargers, cases for
mobile phone accessories and for carrying mobile
phones two-way radios, multi-unit chargers,
batteries, battery charging trays, mounts for wireless
portable bluetooth loudspeakers to be fixed at
visors, ear buds, only for the reception of audio
signals; microphones; two-way radio base stations;
two-way radio repeaters; two-way radio accessories
namely wireless push-to- talk (PTT) buttons,
headsets, rechargeable batteries, earbuds for the
reception of audio signals; faceplates for cellular
phones, metal audio, video and computer wall and
ceiling mounts, stands adapted for computers,
mobile telephone accessories, namely, belt clips,
carrying cases for cell phones and computers,
microphones, mains chargers to be mounted on the
wall; acoustic coupling devices to be connected to a
Public Switched Telephone Network (PSTN) or
Private Branch Exchange (PBX) telephone system;
data encryption apparatus and equipment; radio
pagers; two-way trunked radio devices and systems;
apparatus for transmitting radio signals for
commercial or public safety use; wireless consoles
for transmitting radio signals; voice-over-IP (VOIP)
telecommunication devices and systems consisting
thereof; table radios and systems consisting thereof
for use in public safety; portable LTE (Long Term
Evolution) infrastructure devices and systems
consisting thereof for streaming videos; remote
control apparatus for monitoring and controlling
technical processes and for data collection using a
computer system [Supervisory Contral and Data
Acquisition [SCADA]] in the industrial field;
instruction manuals in electronic format; watches
with wireless communication functions; bracelets
[jewellery] incorporating functions of watches,
including speed sensors, pace counters, apparatus
for measuring calorie consumption, distances,
momentums, heartbeat measuring monitors and
built-in pedometers.

August 1st, 2019

services provided via a global computer network in
the fields of computer hardware, computer software,
computer peripherals, consumer electronics,
telecommunication apparatus, mobile phones,
handheld and mobile digital electronic devices, as
well as accessories, peripherals and carrying cases
for such devices; demonstration of products in the
fields of computer hardware, computer software,
computer peripherals, consumer electronics,
telecommunication apparatus, mobile phones,
handheld and mobile digital electronic devices as
well as accessories, peripherals and carrying cases
for such devices; retail services in the fields of in the
fields of computer hardware, computer software,
computer peripherals, consumer electronics,
telecommunication apparatus, mobile phones,
handheld and mobile digital electronic devices, as
well as accessories, peripherals and carrying cases
for such devices; data retrieval services, namely
computerized retrieval services for digital text, data,
images, audio and video files; organization of
exhibitions for commercial or advertising purposes.
36
Insurance services; financial affairs; monetary
affairs; real estate affairs; financial consultancy,
financial analysis, financial management; financial
services, namely, credit counseling services related
to the acquisition of goods; lease-purchase
financing; payment services; warranty insurance
services and extended warranty insurance services;
real estate acquisition services.
37
Installation, maintenance and repair of computer
hardware, computer peripherals, consumer
electronic devices, electric appliances, office
machines as well as mobile phones, telephonic and
photographic equipment and apparatus; repair and
maintenance of radio system, network and
hardware; repair, maintenance and replacement of
two-way radios.
38
Telecommunication; communication services,
namely
communications
by
telephone,
communications
by
fibre-optic
networks,
communications by cellular phones, radio
communications, communications by computer
terminals; computer aided transmission of messages
and images; providing telecommunications
connections to a global computer network;
transmission of digital files; streaming of data;
providing user access to global computer networks;
telecommunication services, namely, managed PTT
(push-to-talk) services to enable users to connect
and collaborate on their devices; rental of two-way
radio and cellular communication equipment.

14
Watches; watch straps; watch bands; chronoscopes;
clocks; parts for clockworks, clocks, and
horological and chronometric instruments, namely
clock faces, crowns, hands, straps, bezels, buckles;
cases for watches, clocks and horological and
chronometric instruments; watch glasses.
35
Advertising; business management; business
administration; office functions; online retail
40
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data storage; monitoring of network systems in the
field of Land Mobile Radio (LMR) and government,
public safety or emergency broadband networks.

Education services, providing of training,
instruction and entertainment relating to computers,
computer software, multimedia products, interactive
products and online services, telecommunication
apparatus, mobile phones, handheld and mobile
digital electronic devices; arranging and conducting
workshops, coaching [training], conferences and
seminars in the field of mobile phones, computers,
computer software, online services, information
technology, website design and consumer
electronics; organization of exhibitions for cultural
or educational purposes; providing on-line
electronic publications, not downloadable; on-line
publication of electronic books and journals;
arranging and conducting workshops, coaching
[training], conferences and seminars in the field of
descriptive analytics training for government, public
safety and enterprise solutions applications;
arranging and conducting coaching [training] and
seminars in the field of radio management software
and programs for provisioning, programming and
maintaining radio systems.

822. Basic registration
DE (Germany), 02.11.2017, 30 2017 107 393.
851. Limitation of the list of goods and services
AG (Antigua and Barbuda), AL (Albania), AM (Armenia),
AZ (Azerbaijan), BH (Bahrain), BN (Brunei Darussalam),
BQ (Bonaire, Sint Eustatius and Saba), BT (Bhutan), BY
(Belarus), CU (Cuba), CW (Curaçao), DZ (Algeria), GE
(Georgia), GM (Gambia), IR (Islamic Republic of Iran), IS
(Iceland), KE (Kenya), KG (Kyrgyzstan), KH (Cambodia),
KP (Democratic People's Republic of Korea), KZ
(Kazakhstan), LA (Lao People's Democratic Republic), LI
(Liechtenstein), MC (Monaco), MD (Republic of
Moldova), MG (Madagascar), MN (Mongolia), MZ
(Mozambique), OA (African Intellectual Property
Organization (OAPI)), RW (Rwanda), SD (Sudan), SL
(Sierra Leone), SM (San Marino), SX (Sint Maarten
(Dutch part)), SY (Syrian Arab Republic), TJ (Tajikistan),
TM (Turkmenistan), TN (Tunisia), UZ (Uzbekistan), ZM
(Zambia).
List limited to:

42
Scientific and technological services and research
and design relating thereto; industrial analysis and
research services; design and development of
computer
hardware
and
software;
telecommunications
technology
consultancy;
computer technology consultancy; technological
consultancy;
information
technology
[IT]
consultancy; computer security consultancy;
internet security consultancy; installation of
computer software, maintenance of computer
software; computer software design; computer
system design; computer system analysis; planning,
designing, implementing and developing computer
networks for others; integration of computer
systems and computer networks; technical
consultancy services in the field of development
software for server architectures; recovery of
computer data; updating computer software;
scientific and technological services in the fields of
computer hardware, computer software, computer
peripherals, portable electronic devices, mobile
phones, radiotelephony sets; hosting online web
facilities for others for conducting interactive
discussions; hosting online web facilities for others
for sharing online content; design, development,
maintenance and management of application
software for mobile phones, computers and
televisions; consulting services in the field of
design, selection, implementation and use for
government, public safety and enterprise solutions
software applications; software as a service
(SAAS); online data storage services; electronic

09
Scientific, nautical, surveying, photographic,
cinematographic, optical, weighing, measuring,
signalling, checking (supervision), life-saving and
teaching apparatus and instruments; apparatus and
instruments
for
conducting,
switching,
transforming,
accumulating,
regulating
or
controlling electricity; apparatus for recording,
transmission or reproduction of sound or images;
magnetic data carriers, recording discs; compact
discs, DVDs and other digital recording media;
calculating machines, data processing equipment;
mobile phones; cell phones; smart phones; cordless
telephones; smart watches; wireless communication
devices; computer apparatus; tablet computers;
laptop computers; computer work stations
[hardware]; mobile workstations; computer
modems; universal serial bus [USB] modems; cable
modems; computer servers; network routers;
computer network hubs; external computer hard
drives; electrical adapters; devices providing access
to internet gateways; data storage devices, namely,
flash drives, Secure Digital (SD) memory cards;
keyboards [computers]; mouse [computers];
docking stations computer; scanners [data
processing equipment]; 3D scanners; headphones;
devices for streaming media content over local
wireless networks, namely, media streaming boxes
and media streaming sticks; speakerphones;
headsets for telephones; wireless headsets; mobile
phone base stations; docking stations for mobile
41
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phones; earbuds; virtual reality hardware; virtual
reality headsets; virtual reality software; 3D
spectacles; wearable fitness trackers; cases for smart
phones; cases for computers; covers for smart
phones; covers for tablet computers; mobile phone
display screen protectors in the nature of films;
batteries, electric; battery chargers; accumulators,
power packs [batteries]; computer operating
software; computer software, recorded; computer
software applications, downloadable; computer
programs [downloadable software]; software and
software applications for mobile devices; remote
control apparatus for opening and closing vehicle
doors; computerized vehicle engine analyzers;
digital video players for car; dashboard cameras;
rearview cameras for vehicles; navigation apparatus
for vehicles [on-board computers]; tire pressure
gauges; automatic indicators of low pressure in
vehicle tires; vehicle radios; hands- free kits for
telephones; cameras [photography]; loudspeakers;
portable electronic wireless speakers; wireless
charging units for mobile phones for use with
wireless charging pads; wireless charging pads;
dashboard mounts for mobile phones; MP3 players,
MP4 players; digital video disc players, digital
video players; digital video recorders; television
apparatus; television decoders; video projectors;
power adapters; charging appliances for
rechargeable equipment; solar panels for the
production of electricity; voltage surge protectors;
power strips with movable sockets; electrical power
extension cords; audio-video (AV) cords; cables,
electric; connectors [electricity]; USB cables,
HDMI cables; ethernet and audio cables and
connectors; electronic adapters; wireless controllers
for remotely monitoring and controlling the function
and status of other electrical, electronic, and
mechanical devices or systems; control panels
[electricity]; joysticks for use with computers, other
than for video games; baby monitors; scales; pet
monitors; electronic collars to train animals;
wireless pet fencing system consisting of a wireless
transmitter and an electronic collar to train animals;
monitoring apparatus, electric; slatted blind controls
[electric]; remote controllers for controlling
electronic products; remote controls for window
shades; measuring apparatus, namely, particle
counters, CO2 detectors and smoke detectors; fire
alarms; thermostats; barometers; hygrometers;
temperature monitors and sensors; water leakage
detection alarms; digital weather stations; digital
thermometers, not for medical purposes; locks,
electric; lighting control apparatus; light dimmers
[regulators], electric; doorbell cameras; door and
window sensors; motion sensors; acoustic [sound]
alarms; security alarms; satellite navigational
apparatus; navigational instruments; directional
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compasses; GPS navigation devices; GPS tracking
and location devices; beacons, luminous; digital
binoculars; digital photo frames; body worn
cameras; body worn camera accessories namely
connecting cables, vest mounts, camera straps,
windshield mounts, micro-usb chargers, cases for
mobile phone accessories and for carrying mobile
phones two-way radios, multi-unit chargers,
batteries, battery charging trays, mounts for wireless
portable bluetooth loudspeakers to be fixed at
visors, ear buds, only for the reception of audio
signals; microphones; two-way radio base stations;
two-way radio repeaters; two-way radio accessories
namely wireless push-to- talk (PTT) buttons,
headsets, rechargeable batteries, earbuds for the
reception of audio signals; faceplates for cellular
phones, metal audio, video and computer wall and
ceiling mounts, stands adapted for computers,
mobile telephone accessories, namely, belt clips,
carrying cases for cell phones and computers,
microphones, mains chargers to be mounted on the
wall; acoustic coupling devices to be connected to a
Public Switched Telephone Network (PSTN) or
Private Branch Exchange (PBX) telephone system;
data encryption apparatus and equipment; radio
pagers; two-way trunked radio devices and systems;
apparatus for transmitting radio signals for
commercial or public safety use; wireless consoles
for transmitting radio signals; Voice-over-IP
(VOIP) telecommunication devices and systems
consisting thereof; table radios and systems
consisting thereof for use in public safety; portable
LTE (Long Term Evolution) infrastructure devices
and systems consisting thereof for streaming videos;
remote control apparatus for monitoring and
controlling technical processes and for data
collection using a computer system [Supervisory
Control and Data Acquisition [SCADA]] in the
industrial field; instruction manuals in electronic
format.
14
Watches;
watch
straps;
watch
bands;
chronoscopes; clocks; parts for clockworks,
clocks, and horological and chronometric
instruments, namely clock faces, crowns, hands,
straps, bezels, buckles; cases for watches, clocks
and horological and chronometric instruments;
watch glasses.
37
Installation, maintenance and repair of computer
hardware, computer peripherals, consumer
electronic devices, electric appliances, office
machines as well as mobile phones, telephonic and
photographic equipment and apparatus; repair and
maintenance of radio system, network and
42
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hardware; repair, maintenance and replacement of
two-way radios.

No. 53

designing, implementing and developing computer
networks for others; integration of computer
systems and computer networks; technical
consultancy services in the field of development
software for server architectures; recovery of
computer data; updating computer software;
scientific and technological services in the fields of
computer hardware, computer software, computer
peripherals, portable electronic devices, mobile
phones, radiotelephony sets; hosting online web
facilities for others for conducting interactive
discussions; hosting online web facilities for others
for sharing online content; design, development,
maintenance and management of application
software for mobile phones, computers and
televisions; consulting services in the field of
design, selection, implementation and use for
government, public safety and enterprise solutions
software applications; software as a service
(SAAS); online data storage services; electronic
data storage; monitoring of network systems in the
field of Land Mobile Radio (LMR) and government,
public safety or emergency broadband networks.

38
Telecommunication; communication services,
namely
communications
by
telephone,
communications
by fibre-optic
networks,
communications by cellular phones, radio
communications, communications by computer
terminals; computer aided transmission of
messages
and
images;
providing
telecommunications connections to a global
computer network; transmission of digital files;
streaming of data; providing user access to global
computer networks; telecommunication services,
namely, managed PTT (push-to-talk) services to
enable users to connect and collaborate on their
devices; rental of two-way radio and cellular
communication equipment.
41
Education services, providing of training,
instruction and entertainment relating to computers,
computer software, multimedia products, interactive
products and online services, telecommunication
apparatus, mobile phones, handheld and mobile
digital electronic devices; arranging and conducting
workshops, coaching [training], conferences and
seminars in the field of mobile phones, computers,
computer software, online services, information
technology, website design and consumer
electronics; organization of exhibitions for cultural
or educational purposes; providing on-line
electronic publications, not downloadable; on-line
publication of electronic books and journals;
arranging and conducting workshops, coaching
[training], conferences and seminars in the field of
descriptive analytics training for government, public
safety and enterprise solutions applications;
arranging and conducting coaching [training] and
seminars in the field of radio management software
and programs for provisioning, programming and
maintaining radio systems.

270. Language(s) of the application
English
580. Date of notification
06.09.2018
1421981
151. Date of the registration
19.12.2017
180. Expected expiration date of the registration/renewal
19.12.2027
732. Name and address of the holder of the registration
Motorola Trademark Holdings, LLC
222 W. Merchandise Mart Plaza
Suite 1800
Chicago IL 60654 (US (United States of America))

42

812. Contracting State or Contracting Organization in the
territory of which the holder has a real and effective
industrial or commercial establishment
DE (Germany)

Scientific and technological services and research
and design relating thereto; industrial analysis and
research services; design and development of
computer
hardware
and
software;
telecommunications
technology
consultancy;
computer technology consultancy; technological
consultancy;
information
technology
[IT]
consultancy; computer security consultancy;
internet security consultancy; installation of
computer software, maintenance of computer
software; computer software design; computer
system design; computer system analysis; planning,

842. Legal nature of the holder (legal entity) and State,
and, where applicable, territory within that State where
the legal entity is organized
LLC (Limited Liability Company), US
740. Name and address of the representative
Brandstock Legal
Rechtsanwaltsgesellschaft mbH
43
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programs [downloadable software]; software and
software applications for mobile devices; remote
control apparatus for opening and closing vehicle
doors; computerized vehicle engine analyzers;
digital video players for car; dashboard cameras;
rearview cameras for vehicles; navigation apparatus
for vehicles [on-board computers]; tire pressure
gauges; automatic indicators of low pressure in
vehicle tires; vehicle radios; hands-free kits for
telephones; cameras [photography]; loudspeakers;
portable electronic wireless speakers; wireless
charging units for mobile phones for use with
wireless charging pads; wireless charging pads;
dashboard mounts for mobile phones; mp3 players,
mp4 players; digital video disc players, digital video
players; digital video recorders; television
apparatus; television decoders; video projectors;
power adapters; charging appliances for
rechargeable equipment; solar panels for the
production of electricity; voltage surge protectors;
power strips with movable sockets; electrical power
extension cords; audio-video (av) cords; cables,
electric; connectors [electricity]; usb cables, hdmi
cables, ethernet and audio cables and connectors;
electronic adapters; wireless controllers for
remotely monitoring and controlling the function
and status of other electrical, electronic, and
mechanical devices or systems; control panels
[electricity]; joysticks for use with computers, other
than for video games; baby monitors; scales; pet
monitors; electronic collars to train animals;
wireless pet fencing system consisting of a wireless
transmitter and an electronic collar to train animals;
monitoring apparatus, electric; slatted blind controls
[electric]; remote controllers for controlling
electronic products; remote controls for window
shades; measuring apparatus, namely, particle
counters, co2 detectors and smoke detectors; fire
alarms; thermostats; barometers; hygrometers;
temperature monitors and sensors; water leakage
detection alarms; digital weather stations; digital
thermometers, not for medical purposes; locks,
electric; lighting control apparatus; light dimmers
[regulators], electric; doorbell cameras; door and
window sensors; motion sensors; acoustic [sound]
alarms; security alarms; satellite navigational
apparatus; navigational instruments; directional
compasses; gps navigation devices; gps tracking
and location devices; beacons, luminous; digital
binoculars; digital photo frames; body worn
cameras; body worn camera accessories, namely
connecting cables, vest mounts, camera straps,
windshield mounts, micro usb chargers, cases for
mobile phone accessories and for carrying mobile
phones and two-way radios, multi-unit chargers,
batteries, battery charging trays, mounts for wireless
portable bluetooth loudspeakers to be fixed at
visors, ear buds, only for the reception of audio
signals; microphones; two-way radio base stations;
two-way radio repeaters; two-way radio

Rückertstraße 1
80336 München (DE (Germany))

541. Reproduction of the mark where the mark is
represented in standard characters
550. Indication relating to the nature or kind of mark
The words contained in the mark have no meaning
511. The International Classification of Goods and
Services for the Purposes of the Registration of Marks
(Nice Classification) and the list of goods and services
classified according thereto
NCL (11)
09
Scientific, nautical, surveying, photographic,
cinematographic, optical, weighing, measuring,
signalling, checking (supervision), life-saving and
teaching apparatus and instruments; apparatus and
instruments
for
conducting,
switching,
transforming,
accumulating,
regulating
or
controlling electricity; apparatus for recording,
transmission or reproduction of sound or images;
magnetic data carriers, recording discs; compact
discs, dvds and other digital recording media;
calculating machines, data processing equipment;
mobile phones; cellular phones; smart phones;
cordless telephones; smart watches; wireless
communication devices; computer apparatus; tablet
computers;
laptop
computers;
computer
workstations [hardware]; mobile workstations;
computer modems; universal serial bus [usb]
modems; cable modems; computer servers; network
routers; computer network hubs; external computer
hard drives; electrical adapters; devices providing
access to internet gateways; data storage devices,
namely, flash drives, secure digital (sd) memory
cards; keyboards [computers]; computer mice;
computer docking stations; scanners [data
processing equipment]; 3d scanners; headphones;
devices for streaming media content over local
wireless networks, namely, media streaming boxes
and media streaming sticks; speakerphones;
headsets for telephones; wireless headsets; mobile
phone base stations; docking stations for mobile
phones; earbuds; virtual reality hardware; virtual
reality headsets; virtual reality software; 3d
spectacles; wearable fitness trackers; cases for smart
phones; cases for computers; covers for smart
phones; covers for tablet computers; mobile phone
display screen protectors in the nature of films;
batteries, electric; battery chargers; accumulators,
power packs [batteries]; operating computer
software; computer software, recorded; computer
software applications, downloadable; computer
44
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accessories, namely wireless push-to-talk (ptt)
buttons, headsets, rechargeable batteries, ear buds
for the reception of audio signals, faceplates for
cellular phones, metal audio, video and computer
wall and ceiling mounts, stands adapted for
computers, mobile telephone accessories, namely
belt clips, carrying cases for cell phones and
computers, microphones, mains chargers to be
mounted on the wall; acoustic coupling devices to
be connected to a public switched telephone
network (pstn) or private branch exchange (pbx)
telephone system; data encryption apparatus and
equipment; radio pagers; two-way trunked radio
devices and systems; apparatus for transmitting
radio signals for commercial or public safety use;
wireless consoles for transmitting radio signals;
voice-over-ip (voip) telecommunication devices
and systems consisting thereof; table radios and
systems consisting thereof for use in public safety;
portable lte (long term evolution) infrastructure
devices and systems consisting thereof for
streaming videos; remote control apparatus for
monitoring and controlling technical processes and
for data collection using a computer system
[supervisory contral and data acquisition [scada]] in
the industrial field; instruction manuals in electronic
format; watches with wireless communication
functions; bracelets [jewellery] incorporating
functions of watches, including speed sensors, pace
counters, apparatus for measuring calorie
consumption, distances, momentums, heartbeat
measuring monitors and built-in pedometers.
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35
Advertising; business management; business
administration; office functions; online retail
services provided via a global computer network in
the fields of computer hardware, computer software,
computer peripherals, consumer electronics,
telecommunication apparatus, mobile phones,
handheld and mobile digital electronic devices, as
well as accessories, peripherals and carrying cases
for such devices; demonstration of products in the
fields of computer hardware, computer software,
computer peripherals, consumer electronics,
telecommunication apparatus, mobile phones,
handheld and mobile digital electronic devices as
well as accessories, peripherals and carrying cases
for such devices; retail services in the fields of
computer hardware, computer software, computer
peripherals,
consumer
electronics,
telecommunication apparatus, mobile phones,
handheld and mobile digital electronic devices, as
well as accessories, peripherals and carrying cases
for such devices; data retrieval services, namely
computerized retrieval services for digital text, data,
images, audio and video files; organization of
exhibitions for commercial or advertising purposes.
36
Insurance services; financial affairs; monetary
affairs; real estate affairs; financial consultancy,
financial analysis, financial management; financial
services, namely, credit counseling services related
to the acquisition of goods; lease-purchase
financing; payment services; warranty insurance
services and extended warranty insurance services;
real estate acquisition services.

10
Blood pressure monitors; blood glucose monitoring
apparatus; thermometers for medical use; medical
devices, namely, pulse meters and pulse rate
monitors.

37
Installation, maintenance and repair of computer
hardware, computer peripherals, consumer
electronic devices, electric appliances, office
machines as well as mobile phones, telephonic and
photographic equipment and apparatus; repair and
maintenance of radio system, network and
hardware; repair, maintenance and replacement of
two-way radios.

11
Apparatus for lighting, heating, steam generating,
cooking, refrigerating, drying, ventilating, water
supply and sanitary purposes; air purifying
apparatus and machines; water purification
installations;
humidifiers;
dehumidifiers;
refrigerators; freezers; microwave ovens [cooking
apparatus]; grills [cooking appliances]; coffee
brewers, electric; light bulbs; electric and battery
operated night lights; electric night lights; electric
lanterns; electric flashlights; spotlights; lamps,
headlamps; vehicle headlights; bicycle lights.

38
Telecommunication; communication services,
namely
communications
by
telephone,
communications
by fibre-optic
networks,
communications by cellular phones, radio
communications, communications by computer
terminals; computer aided transmission of
messages
and
images;
providing
telecommunications connections to a global
computer network; transmission of digital files;
streaming of data; providing user access to global

14
Watches; watch bands; chronoscopes; clocks; parts
for clockworks, clocks and horological and
chronometric instruments, namely clock faces,
crowns, hands, straps, bezels, buckles; cases for
watches, clocks and horological and chronometric
instruments; watch glasses.
45
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computer networks; telecommunication services,
namely, managed PTT (push-to-talk) services to
enable users to connect and collaborate on their
devices; rental of two-way radio and cellular
communication equipment.
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of application software for mobile phones,
computers and televisions; consulting services in the
field of design, selection, implementation and use
for government, public safety and enterprise
solutions software applications; software as a
service (SAAS); online data storage services;
electronic data storage; monitoring of network
systems in the field of hand Mobile Radio (LMR)
and government, public safety or emergency
broadband networks.

41
Education services, providing of training,
instruction and entertainment relating to
computers, computer software, multimedia
products, interactive products and online services,
telecommunication apparatus, mobile phones,
handheld and mobile digital electronic devices;
arranging and conducting workshops, coaching
[training], conferences and seminars in the field of
mobile phones, computers, computer software,
online services, information technology, website
design and consumer electronics; organization of
exhibitions for cultural or educational purposes;
providing on-line electronic publications, not
downloadable; on-line publication of electronic
books and journals; arranging and conducting
workshops, coaching [training], conferences and
seminars in the field of descriptive analytics
training for government, public safety and
enterprise solutions applications; arranging and
conducting coaching [training] and seminars in the
field of radio management software and programs
for provisioning, programming and maintaining
radio systems.

822. Basic registration
DE (Germany), 02.11.2017, 30 2017 107 394.
851. Limitation of the list of goods and services
AG (Antigua and Barbuda), AL (Albania), AM (Armenia),
AZ (Azerbaijan), BH (Bahrain), BN (Brunei Darussalam),
BQ (Bonaire, Sint Eustatius and Saba), BT (Bhutan), BY
(Belarus), CU (Cuba), CW (Curaçao), DZ (Algeria), GE
(Georgia), GM (Gambia), IR (Islamic Republic of Iran), IS
(Iceland), KE (Kenya), KG (Kyrgyzstan), KH (Cambodia),
KP (Democratic People's Republic of Korea), KZ
(Kazakhstan), LA (Lao People's Democratic Republic), LI
(Liechtenstein), MC (Monaco), MD (Republic of
Moldova), MG (Madagascar), MN (Mongolia), MZ
(Mozambique), OA (African Intellectual Property
Organization (OAPI)), RW (Rwanda), SD (Sudan), SL
(Sierra Leone), SM (San Marino), SX (Sint Maarten
(Dutch part)), SY (Syrian Arab Republic), TJ (Tajikistan),
TM (Turkmenistan), TN (Tunisia), UZ (Uzbekistan), ZM
(Zambia).
List limited to:

42
Scientific and technological services and research
and design relating thereto; industrial analysis and
research services; design and development of
computer
hardware
and
software;
telecommunications
technology
consultancy;
computer technology consultancy; technological
consultancy;
information
technology
[IT]
consultancy; computer security consultancy;
Internet security consultancy; installation of
computer software, maintenance of computer
software; computer software design; computer
system design; computer system analysis; planning,
designing and development computer networks for
others, implementation of computer programs in
networks; integration of computer systems and
computer networks; technical consultancy services
in the field of development software for server
architectures; recovery of computer data; updating
computer software; scientific and technological
services in the fields of computer hardware,
computer software, computer peripherals, portable
electronic devices, mobile phones, two-way radios;
hosting online web facilities for others for
conducting interactive discussions; hosting online
web facilities for others for sharing online content;
design, development, maintenance and management

09
Scientific, nautical, surveying, photographic,
cinematographic, optical, weighing, measuring,
signalling, checking (supervision), life-saving and
teaching apparatus and instruments; apparatus and
instruments
for
conducting,
switching,
transforming,
accumulating,
regulating
or
controlling electricity; apparatus for recording,
transmission or reproduction of sound or images;
magnetic data carriers, recording discs; compact
discs, DVDs and other digital recording media;
calculating machines, data processing equipment;
mobile phones; cell phones; smart phones; cordless
telephones; smart watches; wireless communication
devices; computers; tablet computers; laptop
computers; work stations [computers]; mobile
workstations; computer modems; USB modems;
cable modems; computer servers; network routers;
computer network hubs; external computer hard
drives; electrical adapters; devices providing
Internet gateways; data storage devices, namely,
flash drives, Secure Digital (SD) Memory Cards;
keyboards [computers]; mouse [computers];
computer docking stations; scanners [data
processing equipment]; 3D scanners; headphones;
devices for streaming media content over local
wireless networks, namely, media streaming boxes
and media streaming sticks; speakerphones;
46
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headsets for telephones; wireless headsets; mobile
phone base stations; docking stations [mobile
phones]; earbuds; virtual reality hardware; virtual
reality headsets; virtual reality software; 3D glasses;
wearable fitness tracker; cases for smart phones;
cases for computers; covers for smart phones;
covers for tablet computers; mobile phone display
screen protectors in the nature of films; batteries,
electric; battery chargers; accumulators, power
packs [batteries]; computer operating software;
computer software, recorded; computer software
applications, downloadable; computer programs
[downloadable software]; software and applications
for mobile devices; remote control apparatus for
opening and closing vehicle doors; computerized
vehicle engine analyzers; digital video players for
car; dashboard cameras; rearview cameras for
vehicles; navigation apparatus for vehicles [onboard computers]; tire pressure gauges; automatic
indicators of low pressure in vehicle tires; vehicle
radios; hands-free kits for telephones; cameras
[photography]; audio speakers; portable electronic
wireless speakers; wireless charging units for
mobile phones for use with wireless charging pads;
wireless charging pads; dashboard mounts for
mobile phones; MP3 players, MP4 players; digital
video disc players, digital video players; digital
video recorders; television apparatus; set-top boxes;
video projectors; power adapters; charging
appliances for rechargeable equipment; solar panels
for the production of electricity; voltage surge
protectors; power strips with movable sockets;
electrical power extension cords; audio-video (AV)
cords; cables, electric; connectors [electricity]; USB
cables, HDMI cables, Ethernet and audio cables and
connectors; electronic adapters; wireless controllers
to remotely monitor and control the function and
status of other electrical, electronic, and mechanical
devices or systems; control panels [electricity];
joysticks for use with computers, other than for
video games; baby monitors; scales; pet monitors;
electronic collars to train animals; wireless pet
fencing system consisting of a wireless transmitter
and an electronic collar to train animals; monitoring
apparatus, electric; slatted blind controls [electric];
remote controllers for controlling electronic
products; remote controls for window shades;
measuring apparatus, namely, particle counters,
CO2 detectors and smoke detectors; fire alarms;
thermostats; barometers; hygrometers; temperature
monitors and sensors; water leakage detection
alarms;
digital
weather
stations;
digital
thermometers, not for medical purposes; locks,
electric; lighting control apparatus; light dimmers
[regulators], electric; doorbell cameras; door and
window sensors; motion sensors; acoustic [sound]
alarms; security alarms; satellite navigational
apparatus; navigational instruments; directional
compasses; GPS navigation devices; GPS tracking
and location devices; beacons, luminous; digital
binoculars; digital photo frames; body worn
cameras; body worn camera accessories namely
connecting cables, vest mounts, shoulder straps,
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windshield mounts, micro-USB chargers, carry
holsters, multi-unit chargers, batteries, battery
charging trays, wireless speakers that have
Bluetooth capability, receive-only earpieces;
microphones; two-way radio base stations; two-way
radio repeater; two-way radio accessories namely
wireless push-to-talk (PTT) button, headsets,
rechargeable batteries, ear receivers, faceplates,
wall stands, desk stands, belt clips, carrying cases,
microphones, wall chargers; interconnect gateway
to allow a radio system to connect to Public
Switched Telephone Network (PSTN) or Private
Branch Exchange (PBX) telephone system; data
encryption apparatus and equipment; radio pagers;
two-way radio trunking devices and systems; radio
dispatch consoles for commercial or public safety
use; wireless dispatch two-way radio system
consoles;
Voice-over-IP
(VOIP)
telecommunication devices and systems; deskset
radio system hardware devices for use in public
safety and corresponding systems consisting of
these goods; portable LTE (Long Term Evolution)
infrastructure devices and corresponding systems
consisting of these goods to provide incident scene
video streaming; supervisory control and data
acquisition (SCADA) remote terminal equipment
for use in industrial settings; instruction manuals in
electronic format; watches with wireless
communication functions; bracelets [jewellery]
incorporating functions of watches, including speed
sensors, pace counters, apparatus for measuring
calorie consumption, distances, momentums,
heartbeat measuring monitors and built-in
pedometers.
270. Language(s) of the application
English
580. Date of notification
06.09.2018
1422754
151. Date of the registration
17.08.2018
180. Expected expiration date of the registration/renewal
17.08.2028
732. Name and address of the holder of the registration
Janssen Pharmaceutica NV
Turnhoutseweg 30
B-2340 Beerse (BE (Belgium))
812. Contracting State or Contracting Organization in the
territory of which the holder has a real and effective
industrial or commercial establishment
BX (Benelux)
740. Name and address of the representative
Novagraaf Nederland B.V.
Hoogoorddreef 5
NL-1101 BA Amsterdam (NL (Netherlands))
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821. Basic application
BX (Benelux), 16.07.2018, 01378531.
541. Reproduction of the mark where the mark is
represented in standard characters

822. Basic registration
BX (Benelux), 23.07.2018, 1036137.

550. Indication relating to the nature or kind of mark
The words contained in the mark have no meaning

300. Data relating to priority under the Paris Convention
and other data relating to registration of the mark in the
country of origin
BX (Benelux), 16.07.2018, 1378531.

511. The International Classification of Goods and
Services for the Purposes of the Registration of Marks
(Nice Classification) and the list of goods and services
classified according thereto
NCL (11-2018)

270. Language(s) of the application
English

05

580. Date of notification
13.09.2018

Human pharmaceutical preparations.
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